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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MAY 17, 19L7

YEAR.

WILLIAM LEWIS BAINSER H DEAD.
G, HE ACCIDENTALLY TOOK
HOPING TO RELIEVE INTENSE SUFFERIN
OVERDOSE OF COAL TAR PREPARATION.

a

1

cemetery. The rabbi from Owensboro will conduct a service at the
grave and the remains will be laid
to rest with rites pei formed by Hopk insville Lodge No. Tala Benevolent
and Protective Order of Elks.
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CROPS' CONDITION 4\iittiar4itj.auttfli W
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BY

COMMISSIONER

OF AGRICULTURE.

WOMAN'S HOME
MISSION SOCIETY.

(From Thursday's Daily)
Peaches Nearly All Killed.—Scarcity
From Inflammatory RheumaWeeks
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Christian County.
ciety of the Louisville conference,
known and Popular Young Sus;ness Man.
NI. E. church south. which has been
in session here since last Sunday
morning, adjourned last night, after
what is regarded as the most sucThe Kentucky New Era is in reM.
of
the
late
Lipstine.
.grandson
cessful and inepiring meeting ever
(From Thursday's Daily)
of the monthly crop report of
ceipt
He is survived by his mother, Mrs.
His host of friends and the citi- Kate Caldwell, of Corinth, Miss., held by this organization.
Hebert Vreeland,State commissinor
The services last night was a fitzens of Hopkinsville generally were
of agriculture. He says:
ting close to the meeting. The meetshocked this morning at the news,
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unanimous
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which
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had
been
which
Bamberger
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city, th,at William
ples suffered considerably, but not
mittee appointed for that purpose,
died last miduight. Expressions of
to the extent of the peach crop.
expressing to the people of Hopkinssorrow and regret were heard on all
"There is general complaint of
vale generally the thanks and apsides.
scarcity of tobacco plants. The seed
preciation of the society for the
Death was due to an overdose of
from some cause failed to germinate
hospitable manner in which they
a coal tar preparation which had
as well as usual. The frost killed a
had been entertained.. A love feast,
been taken by Mr. Bomberger to regood many where they were well
conducted by Eev. A. P. Lyon, pas•:.
lieve the extreme pain of inflammaadvanced. For the first time the
ter of rue Methodist church, was
tory rheumatism. A kidney disflea bug is rep.orted to have done
held, after which t he song, "West
ease, the physicians state, was a
considerable damage to them under
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the
le.iuds,'
ale
that
cause.
ry
contributo
canvas. The yield of burley of the
and the conaregittion was finally
Mr. Bamberger had been a great
1906 crop is estimated at 90 per cent.
di.-missed by the pronouncing of the
sufferer from rheumatism, and from
of the crop of 1905. There is also a
Afiron•c benediction.
time to time had undergone medical
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WILLIAM LEWIS BAMBERGER
doll, Louisville. president; Mrs. E.
last two weeks the pains had been
"Grasses and pastures received
W. Burdette, Louisville, first vice
unusually severe and he was conthe cold weathand three sisters, airs. D. W.Comp- president; Mrs. J. Barney Butler, quite a setback from
fined to his room most of the time.
ton and Mrs. Brown, of Nashville, Louisville, second vice president; er.
The Arst of the week he was able to
cattle being fed
Tenn., and _Mrs. Robeit Banks, of Mrs. Ernest Vick, Bowling Green, "The numbers of
• be up and attend to business, but
last year.
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cessful of Hopkinsville's young bus- seeretary; aim A. A. Norris, Louis- numbers.
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nearly up to the
iness men. He was manager and
treasurer; Miss Ada, Sievers,
lamnia and codeine tablets, which
"The potato crop is an average in
buyer of the J on n Moaeon company Louisville, recording secretary ;Miss
he had frequently taken before
present
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not
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OPEN SESSION

BUGGIES
Driving Wagon,Stanhopes, Surreys, t
In Fact We Have Just What You
are Looking for.
The best vehicles in the world for the
money, any grade, any price, any kind all
good values and the cheapest will wear like
steel

Try a "Sayers and Scovill"
And you will be satisfied there is nothing
better made, or a "Stayer" if you want to
ride without a jolt. There's nothing on the
market that compares with either
We will gladly show you their
points of merit. Come and satisfy
yourself. We are agents for
"Daybreali Fetilezers," none better and very few brands as good.
See us before you buy. Corn and
Tobacco goods Kept, in stocli.

F. A. YOST CO.,
(Incorporated)

Cumb Phone 717.

Home Phone 1439
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HERE NEXT SATURDAY,
NTION
CONVE
MASS
WANTS COiENTION

OF

NATIONAL

DEMOCRATS TO

MEET IN KENTUCKY.
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something from
the pantry

You-remember the hunger you bad
—Home cooking counts for much
in the,child's health; do not Imperil
with alum food by the use of poor,baking powder.
Have a delicious, pure, hometmade muffin, cake or biscuit ready when titcy
COGICin: Tote sure of the purity, you must use

4

L"DER'
ROYAPOW

&sal makes & difference in your home—a differencein_yoiristaitiow
a difference in your cooking.

ROYAL is absolutely Pure.

LaUISVILLE, Ky., May 5.—
Thomas Taggart, chairman of the
Deeiocratic National committee,
was one of the guests of honor at
the twentieth annual banquet of the
Commercial club last night, at
which the movement to secure the
Na iot.al'Democratic convention in
1908 took definite shape.
Mr. Taggart, in a speech, assured
the members of the club that he was
fully convinced as to the capacity of
Louisville to handle the convention,
both in the matter of hotel accommodations and an auditprium.
The members of the cialb voted $5,000 as the nucleus of a fund to be
used toward securing the,convention
R. S. Brown was elected presidentof the Commercial club.
L. & N. Officials Here.
A party of L.(a N. officials visited
Hopkinsville yesterday afternoon
and inspected the property here.
They were: W. L. Mapother, first
vice president; Lee Howell, general
freight agent; M. Devney, assistant
superintendent; M. Sargent, trainmaster, and Roadmaster Starks.
The party arrived in the special car
of the vice president.
4111

Unbreakable Record.
C. E. West has received a specimen of an unbreakable graphophone
record which is known as Marconi
flexible disc record.
The disc is
lighter weight than the old records
and when dropped upon the
does not shatter. It is also clairdthat the record can be sent throltigh
the mail without futher protectiOn
than a mediurnly heavy paii
covering.

Will Select Delegates to District Convention at Hendersege Which Will Nominate Democratic Candidate For Railroad Commissioner—political
Pot Is Boiling.

There will be a mass convention at
the court house Saturday aftern000n
at 2 o'clock to instruct delegates for
railroad commissioner. The ca.ndidates are as follows: Herman Southall, Christian county; McD. Ferguson, the incumbent, McCracken
county; G. W. Landrum,of Livingston county; Lawrence Finn, of
Simpson county, and Bunk Gardiner, of Graves county.
Mr. Southall is arranging to take
a large delegation from Christian
county to the district convention
which meets next Tuesday at Henderson.
The Henderson Gleaner says:
The political pot has begun to boil
and bubble in the railroad commissioner's race. There has been leadpipe cinching,triggering, wire- working and wire-pulling which will
eventuate at the district convention
to be held here on the 21st at the
Pard theatre.
Combinations and combinations
are spoken of. They may stick or
they may not stick—who knows?

There has been some desultory firing in the county skirmish prior to
the holding of the mass convention
here Saturday afternoon at 2o'clock.
The Finn "folks" have picked out
Jas. N. Banks for chairman and the
Southall people have selected, it is
the others
said, R. M. Walker.
have made any selection it has not
been made known.
Seventeen delegates from this
county will be instructed to vote for
somebody. Who that somebody is
wonId take nearly five guesses to tell
it.
Anyway it is predicted that neither Finn, Ferguson, Gardner, Landrum nor Southall will come with
enough first instructions to elect.
Many of them however, will have
enough delegate votes to do "business" with on the floor of the convention.
From present indications, is appears that the district convention
will be about as warm an affair of
the kind as has been heard of in
many months.

•••••••

Main Street Picture Shoe
DAILY CHANGE OF PROGRAM

Admission, 5 Cents
Special Attention to Ladies and Children

Continuous Performance, 10a olio 10 p m

•••

Sell Your Tobacco On Dainty's Loose Floor
Close up the year's business. It will cost you 25 per 100 pounds to seli on the Loose Floor.
What does it cost you to sell elsewhere? And? And? And?

Results on Loose Floor: Correct Weights, Highest Prices, Cash Returns, No Hereafter,
CROPS CLOSED OUT! REST! REST! REST! READY FOR NEW CROP!

IN oiNuAL sEssioN

Every mother foals •
great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upeo•
the raost critical period
of her life.
Becoming
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the
serious accidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
says many who have used it. $1.00 per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to
onno REGULATOR 00.. Atlanta. Ga.

in9
g;3. Special devotional service.
10:00. Report of committee on fu(From:Friday's Daily)
ure work.
10:30. -:Address, G. A. Lewellen.
A beautiful home wedding was
11:00. Bible study, J. W. McGarsolemnized this morning at 10:30
NAMED BY THE STATE BOARD OF o'clock when Miss Hallie L. TrainLexington, Ky.
veY,
SOCIEMISSIONARY
ES'
'DISCI PL
THURSDAY ArrbRNOON.
urn and Mr. Roy P. Churchill were
TIES WILL GATHER
joined
in the holy bonds of,wedlock
Bible-school division-J. K. Bonthe
at
residence
of the bride's niece,
durant, presiding.
Mrs. Robert C. West, on South Wal2:00. Special devotional services.
and Efficient nut street. Only relatives and the
Popular
ConventionsDr.
District
The
2:16.
Stephens,
Three Days' Meeting at Morganfield,
closest friends of the happy couple
Conference led by R. M. Hopkins.
Official, in Charge of The Inwere present, and the ceremony was
Beginning May 21.-- Interesting
2:40. State Bible-school Work,
Here.
stitution
impressively
performed by the Rev.
Harvey B. Smith.
Program Is Announced.
H.
D.
Smith,of the Christian church.
3:10. The Kentucky Centennia
The bride is the pretty and acEnterprise, H. D. Smith.
complished daughter of Mr. R.
3:66. Keeping Step, R. H. CrossFRANKFORT, Ky., May 10-The T. Trainum. The fortunate brideFollowing is the program of the field.
4:10. Report of the Committee on state board of control for charitable groom is a prosperous and popular
thirty-third annual meeting of the
institutions at a meeting held here young business man of Shelbyville,
South Kentucky Christian Mission- Obituaries, Q. H. C. Stoney.
I
I announced appointments at the in- Ky. Mr. and Mrs. Churchill left at
THURSDAY EVENING.
ary and Sunday School Association.
11:20 over the I. C., for their future •••••0400•••••••••••••••••••••••
stitutions under it as follows:
and nineteenth annual meeting of
8:00. Special devotional services.
home, and the best wishes of a host
the Christian_ Woman's Board of 8:16. Address, "And a Little P Dr. Lewis El. Mulligan, of Lexingof
friends will accompany them.
•
Missions, which will be held at Mor- Child Shall Lead Them," j. w.: ton, to be superintendent at the CenInsane,
at
LakeAsylum
for
the
•
tral
gangeld, Ky., May 20, 21,.22 and 23, Graham.
'
H.
Yeasucceeding
Dr.
M.
•
w.
land,
1907:
8:45. "A Study in Job,"
•
man, resigneu.
MONDAY EVENING.
McGarvey.
l
Dr.
J.
W.
Stephens,
counof
Todd
,
Devotional. services.
9:30. Report of committee
ty, to be superintendent of the Wes- Every Household in Hopkinsville Should •
Address of welcome-C. H. olutions.
Know How to Resist It.
•
tern Asylum for insane, at HopkinsFinal adjournment.
yule, succeeding Dr. Milton Board,
The back aches because the kid-•
resigned.
810. Address, "The Spirit of Our
are blockaded.
neys
•
Dr, Alexander Bailey, of FrankCentennial,"-Miss Ida Winters
the
kidneys
Help
with
:their
work.
in
couty, to be superintendent of
Harrison.
ITHOUT doubt practically every readThe back will ache no more.
State
Institution for Feeble-Minded
Thousands
who
cured
have
been
Smith.
8:40. Address, C. C.
Lots of proof that Doan's Kidney •
er of this advertisement is interested
by Hyomei call the inhaler that'Persons, at Frankfort, succeeding
Announcements of committees.
Pills
do this.
•
Dr.
J.
W.
Hill,
resigned.
comes with every outfit the "Little
Benediction.
in Real Estate; either from the standIt's the best proof, for it comes•
Pocket Physician," as it is so small! The new superintendents named
Social half hour.
from
Hopkinsville.
•
point the prospective buyer or from that
that it can be carried in the pocket have all had' experience in the
TUESDAY MORNING.
Davis,
of
M.
W.
Eadee
&
Davis,
•
management of state institutions.
or purse.
dealers in coal on East Seventh St.,•
of the owner Those who are looking for
9.00. Song service and devotional
There is really no excire what- Dr. Mulligan, the new superintenthe
L.
&
at
N.
R.
R.,
and
who
lives
exercises.
O,
ever for anyone having catarrh now dent at Lakeland, is a son of Judge
buyers can do no better than to consult us.
at 608 North Main St. Hopkinsville,
9:30. Report of president, Mrs.
I
James
H.
Mulligan,
of
Lexington.
S
that Hyomei is so readily obtainKy., says: "I advise the use of
Elizabeth G. Sergeant.
Those who have property to sell should give
able. If you have any doubt about He has been first assistant physician
Doan's
Kidney
Pills
in
cases
simall
9:45. Report of secretary and
its value, L. L. Elgin will let you at the Lexington asylum for seven
•
us an opportunity to make a sale for them
ilar to that of my son, who for some
easurer, Mrs. James Young.
have a complete outfit, with the un- years past, and for some weeks in
•
time complained of backftche and
Report of children's work.
by listing their property with us. We guarderstanding that unless it cures ca- charge of the Feble-Minded Insti•
was troubled with a kidney weak10.00. Address, "Our Work in the
tution
here.
tarrh, it will not cost you a cent.
ness which was very annoying at •
ountains," Mrs. Ida Withers Hara itee to please you
Dr. Stephens, the new superintenThe complete Hyomei outfit connight. 'We tried many different rem- 5
on.
sists of the "Little Pocket Physi- dent at Hopkinsville, has been first
edies and he was treate4 by the fam10:40. Song.
cian" and a bottle of Hyomei and assistant physician at Lakeland for
ily physician but nothing seemed to •
Intermission.
three years. Before that time he
do him much good. I learned about •
11.00. Address, C. C. Smith.
was second assistant physician at
Doan's Kidney Pills and got a box 0
12:00. Benediction.
Hopkinsville.
at Thomas & Trahern's drug store. 0
TUESDAY AFTERNOON.
Dr. Alexander Bailey has been
He used them and there was a no2:00. Devotional services.
first assistant physician at HopkinsAlso acts in any fiduciary capacity for its
ticeable improvement ' in a short •
2:16. Report of district managers.
'dile for three years, and before that
•
Hopkinsville-Miss Bettie Hopper. Kidney Trouble Makes You Miserable. time was second assistant physician time. After he had taken all of the
customers, and conducts a general banking
contents that which had proved such •
Madisonville-Mrs. S. E. Stevens.
Almost everybody who reads the news- at Lakeland. He has been acting an annoyance was entirely relieved. •
business, lending money on either real or
Paducah-Mrs. Read.
papers is sure to know of the wonderful superintendent at Hopkinsville for We consider Doan's Kidney Pills
Owensboro-Mrs. L. W. Quinn.
cures made by Dr. several months.
certainly worthy of strong endorse- to
Kilmer's
SwampBowling Green-Mrs. Kinneman.
The promotion of these men to ment."
•
i Root, the great kidO. Address, "The Value of an
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
ney, liver and blad- higher positions leaves several va•
uxiliary to a Woman," Mrs. Will
der remedy.
cancies in the minor places, which cents. Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo,
Morton, Madisonville.
It is the great med- will be filled later by the board of New York, sole agents fair the United
•
ical triumph of the
"The Value of an Auxiliary from
control. The appointments are for tates.
•
nineteenth
century
;
a man's Point of View," W. J. HudRemember the name 7- Doan'sdiscovered after years the unexpired ternis of Drs. Yea•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
speth, H. J. Brazleton, S. B. Moore,
of scientific research man, Board and Hill, who were ap- and take no other.
H. D. Smith.
by Dr. Kilmer, the
eminent kidney and pointees of the governor whenl he
4:00. Report of committees.
bladder specialist, and is Wonderfully went into office three years ago.
Benediction.
The b(ard to-day also announced
successful in promptly airing lame back,
The opportunity to secure a yearly
TUESDAY EVENING.
uric acid, catarrh of the bladder and the installment of a complete busisubscription
to The Louis71Te
which
is
the
Disease,
worst
8:00. Devotional services.
Bright's
ness system, upon which it has had
trouble.
kidney
of
form
Herald
in
connection
with this paper
8:15. Announcement of commitIF YOU WANT
Swamp-Root is not rec- experts at work for several months, at the ridiculously low price of $2 for
Kilmer's
Dr.
tees.
ommended for everything but if you have in the four institutions under its The Daily Herald and Weekly
New
8:26. Address,'The Homestretch kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be
control. To complete this, delay Era will expire on May 20. The
of a Century," W. R. Warren, Pitts- found just the remedy you need. It has
been tested in so many ways, in hospital was thought advisable in filling va- publishers of The Louisville :Herald
burg, Pa.
in private practice, and has cancies in .the institutions. Under are notifying all subscription agents
9:00. Address,
Cin- work andsuccessful
in every case that a the new system, which was installed
proved so
cinnati, Ohio.
special arrangement has been made by by the American: Audit company of and newspaper publishers that the
price of their paper must be advancwhich all readers of this paper, who have
6E7 THE EsEST QUALITY ARO I. wig.. rille,t11
not already tried it, may have a sample Cincinnati, all four institutions have ed after the 20tn of May on account
FROM US, If YOU CANNOT 001A. IN RERUN., WRITE On
free by mail, also a book tell- the same business methods employ- of the increase in price of white
bottle
sent
OUR CATALOGUE.
8:30. Executive committee ine' et- ing more about Swamp-Root,and how to
ed throughout, instead of, as hereto- paper and materials. We would
ing.
findoutif youhave kidney or bladder trou- fore, each attending in its own way
advise all who desire to read a met9:30. Special devotional services; ble. When writing mention reading this
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
to business affairs. All will now be ropolitan newspaper in connection
and
send
your
paper
this
offer
in
generous
Money Returned.
10:00. Report of corresponding
controlled from the central office with the home
address to Dr. Kilmer
paper during the next
secretary. W. J. Hudspeth.
here of the state board. New rules year to take advantage of the corn& Co., Binghamton,
leaotitui ored drth stono
10:30. Report of Bible-school sec- N. Y. The regular
hs.ve been adopted.
bidation
price
and
to
send
orders
to
SOUVENIR FREE
retary, Robert M. Hcpkins.
fifty-cent and oneUnder the new rules an attendant us at once. '
for the asking
Swamp-Root.
dollar
size
bottles
are
11:00. Convention sermon, John
is forbidden to strike a patient even
sold
by
all
good
druggists.
Don't
make
. Hawkins.
any mistake, but remember the name, in self-defense.
11:45. Report of committee on Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
nominations, including committee and the address, BinghamOn, N. Y on
404 Union St.
on nominations for Bible-school Di- every bottle.
vision.
The Farmers' & Merchants bank,
12:00.
Incubators and Brooders.
of Pembroke, contemplate making Must Be Taken Under the County
• WEDNESDAY !AFTERNOON.
The Bradley macbines stands the extensive changes in their banking
Unit Law.
2:00. Special devotional services. test, hatches all fertile -eggs. and
house within the near future. The
FRANKFORT, Ky., May 10.-The
2:30. "The Best things of th• raises strong healthy chicks. See contract for handsome new
fixtures court of appeals today, 431, Judge
Year in State Missions." H. B. Self. their local agent C. L. DANIEL at complete has already
The uncertainty of fire is well know:i
been let and Lassing, in affirming the Scott cirLeading Church," S. his poultry yards. South Virginia
to you. All your possessions may
this
to
4 3:00. "The
addition
other
in
improve- cuit court, modified to some exteht
he wiped out in an hour. You can
B. Moore.
street. Cumb.'Phone 718.
wtf.
ments are being considered but as its recent opinion on the comity unit
laugh at a misfortune of this kind if
3:30. "The Leading
you are protected by a policy in the
et have not been definitely decided law, and laid down the rule that
R. H. Crossfield.
Continental
and kmerican Insurance
upon
snap judgment shall not be'taken by
Companies. Don't pt it off-act beWEDNESDAY EVENING.
either "wets" or "drys" to prevent
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OF THE COUNTY TO ISSUE $100,000 ROAD BONDS.

AGREED UPON.

Friendly Suit is Brought In Order To
Obtain the Legal Status Of

Bandmaster Innes, After Voluminous
Correspondence, Agrees to a

A CERTAIN _SAFE
• TREATMENT

the Matter.

;Small Ados'ssion Fee.

Even if mercury'and potash could cure Contagious Blood Poison the
condition in which these strong minerals leave the system would make the
"cure worse than the disease." But they cannot cure the vile disorder;
they can only cover up the symptoms for awhile or mask the disease in
the system. but as soon as the treatment is left off the hideous symptoms
return. Mercury and potash eat out the delicate lining of the stomach and
bowels, produce chronic dyspepsia by drying up the gastric juices, cause the
teeth to decay, and often completely break down the constitution, and where
they are used in large quantities, the bones become affected, while the
disease for which one has so long taken this destructive treatment has
not been cured. Contagious Blood Poison is a disease it will not do to trifle
with. It is a vile, dangerous and destructive disorder. When the blood
becomes infected with its virus the mouth and throat ulcerate, hair and eyebrows come out, glands in the neck and groin swell, copper-colored spots
appear on the flesh, and in severe cases sores break out on the body, the
finger nails drop off and the sufferer is diseased from head to foot. S. S. S.
is the only known antidote for Contagious Blood Poison—the one remedy
that is able to get to the root of the disease and force out every particle of
the poison so that there are never any signs of its return. It is purely
vegetable, made entirely from roots, herbs and barks of known curative
value. Instead of leaving bad after-effects as some medicines do, S. S. S.
tones up every part of the system and puts every part of the body in perfect
health. It will also remove any lingering effects of formet mineral treatment
while eradicating the poison from the circulation. Special book on the home
treatment of this disease and any medical advice desired furnished free to all
who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
NTA,

The suit to'test the right of the
county to issue the $100,000 worth of
bonds for the building of new pikes,
was filed Friday afternoon and a
temporary injunction granted by
Circuit Clerk Clark. This is only a
step in the formalities and the case
will probably be laid before Judge
Cook at Eddyville early next week.
GA.
ATLA
Upon his construction of the law as
laid down in the statutes will rest
•
400
•
00
00411•••••••••••••••••••••
whether or not the bonds shall be
•
issued.
The suit was filed in the name of
•
Christian county and its attorney,
Jno. C. Duffy, against the fiscal
court of the county.

The only thing which has threatened seriously to interfere with the
plans here for the May Music festival was a disagreement in regard to
the price which should be charged.
Several days after the contracts had
been signed, the chorus work started and everything well under way,
the matter of admission was taken
up in the correspondence passing between , Manag.-r McPherson and
Bandmaster Innes.
Mr. McPherson held to the opin
ion that a small admission fee would
pack the tabernacle at every performance, a result he would rather
attain than to get the ;same amount
of money by charging a higher price
and having fewer people present.
Prof. Innes did not deny that this
position was well taken but he contended that the reputation of his
band would suffer if less than $1
general admission and $1.50 ;for reserved seats should be charged as
he played all over the United States,
from the largest cities down to the
smaller towns, at these prices.
Both gentlemen held out for several days for their contention but
finally Mr. Innes gave way and the
admission for each of the five' performances of the music festival will
be 50c for general admission and 750
and $1.00 for reserved seats. Sesoson
tickets are also being sold, these being arranged on the coupon order,
one coupon for each performance.
The public should show their appreciation of Mr. McPherson's efforts
in holding the price down by a generous patronage.
The chorus rehearsals of yesterday afternoon and last night were
very satisfactory indeed. Yesterday
afternoon the children went through
with their part with hardly a break
and the same was true of the adult
chorus last night. At last night's
rehearsal Mr. Topmiller, of Bowling
Green, led the tenor singers and
rrof. Mayo led the bass. Under
this arrangement the chorus did
splendid work, singing the difficult
Parsifal music with as much ease as
if it were popular airs.
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all Christians, especially those who
Among the many building enter- belong to a church whose watchprises of the season in Hopkinsville words for three-quarters of a cenis the improvement of the First tury have been "education" and
Christian church. The accompany- "evangelization."
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What Ails You! •
Do you feel weak, tired, despondent,
have frequent headaches, coated tongue,
bitter or bad taste in morning, "heartburn," belching of gas, acid risings in
throat after eating. stomach gnaw or
burn, foul breath, dizzy spells, poor or
variable appetite, nausea at times and WILL HOLD IMPORTANT MEETING
kindred symptoms?
THIS WEEK.
ye any considerable number of
If yo
suffering
toms you are
th above
pid liver with indifrom iliousn
pe
gestion.
D DercLa_aelden
ljjl.iral DjscoerivJsmiJ U Of the most Presbyterians and Baptists in General
valuable medicinal urincie es known to
Convention.—State Universalists
It is a moll
efficient liver Invigorator, stomach tonic,
bowel regulator and nerve strengthener.
The "Golden Medical Discovery" is not
a patent medicine or secret nostrum, a
full list of its Ingredients being pxinted
(From Mon(Iay's Daily)
on its bottle-wrapper and attested under
oath. A glance at its formula will show
The annual general assemblies of
that It contains no alcohol, or harmful the Presbyterian church will conhabit-forming drugs. It is a fluid extract
Thursday, the Nothern Presbymade with pure, triple-refined glycerine, vene
meeting at Columbus, 0.,
terians
of proper strength, from the roots of the
plants,
forest
Southern Presbyterians at
and
the
American
following native
viz., Golden Seal root, Stone root, Black Birmingham, Ala. Simultaneously
Cherrybark, Queen's root, Bloodroot, and the two great bodies of Baptists will
Mandrake root.
meet in annualsession, the Northern
The following leading medical authorities,
among a host of others, extol the foregoing Baptists at Washington and the
roots for the cure of just such ailments as the
above symptoms Indicate: Prof. R. Bartholow, Southern Baptists fit Richmond, Va.
M. D., of Jefferson Ned. College. Phila.: Prof.
Rev. Dr. W. L. :Course and J. E.
Prof.Edwin
H.c. wood. M. D.. of Univ.of Pa.;Med,
College,
Hahnemann
D..
of
Hale.
M.
McPherson
were appointed repreM.
Chicago; Prof. John King, M. D.. Author of
American Dispensatory; Prof. Jno. M. Scud- sentatives qf the Muhlenburg presder, M. D.. Author of Specific Medicines; Prof. bytery to the South Presbyterian
Laurence Johnson. N. D.. Med. Dept. Univ. of
N. Y.; Prof. Finley Ellingwood. M. D., Author assembly. Neither will be able to
of Materia Medics and Prof. in Bennett Medical College, Chicago. Send name and ad- attend,and alternates will act in their
dress on Postal Card to Dr. R V. Pierce, Buf- stead. James West, of:this city, is
falo. N. Y., and receive free booklet giving
extracts from writings of all the above medi- the lay delegate of the Princeton
cal authors and many others endorsing, in the
strongest possible terms. each and every in- presbytery to the Northern convengredient of which "Golden Medical Discov- tion. The First Baptist church, of
ery" is composed. r
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and this city will be represented byJ. H.
Itivigorate stomach, liver and bowels. They
may be used in conjunction with "Golden Anderson and Bailey Waller. The
Medical Discovery" if bowels are much con- pastor, Dr. Jenkens, who is ill at
stipated. They're tiny and sugar-coated.
New York, will probably stop over
one day at the convention on his
way home.

All children complain frequently o
headaches,
backaches,
that "their
St omachs
hurt," and
that they
"don't feel
good."
This co
dition is
C0 m m 0

one and t
trouble
almost invariably due to pin worms.
Children haven't the strength to col
bat their ills and indispositions witho
the aid of some reliable medicine.

A ferocious animal visited the colored portion of the town Frilay and
Saturday nights and is known te
have killed one dog and attacked
and badly chewed up others.
Several people living in that part
(Laxative)
of the town saw the animal and all
say that it is built much like a dog
but is larger and heavier. They alIs an unfailing, harmless and absolute
so
say its track is longer and somecure for worms, stomach and bowel
freely
as
for
used
what differently shaped.
troubles, and can be
either baby or the bigger child, as for
The clog which was killed 'belongfull grown folks.
ed
to Jim Spencer, and the animal's
If your child seems indisposed, feverface
was almost torn away by the
sorts,
of
ish, fretful, peevish, and all out
these are symtoms of worms. One dose savage marauder. AtCharlie Bond's
of DR.CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN the mysterious animal attacked .and
as directed, the dejected condition will I badly wounded another dog while
soon give way to health and vigor.
DR.CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN , others of the heighborhood are recan be obtained in both dollar and half- ported to have similarly suffered.
dollar sizes from all druggists.
I The animal has only been seen two I
Your money will be refunded if it does nights, Friday and Saturday. Sol
not benefit you.
Your postal card request will bring by return beld was it in approaching lionses
mail our new booklet, "DR. CALDWELL'S and running 'about in plain view
BOOK OF WONDERS" and free sample to
those who have never tried this wonderful that the residents of that isection
remedy. Write today.
were fearful lest ft might attack
,mine child or eve:: a grown person,
se Bond applied to the police!yesterday for the loan of a shotgun. His •
request was granted and he laid in •
wait for the animal last night but it
did not appear. A watch will be
kept for it.

Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin

The Kentucky Universalist convention adjourned Sunday after an
PPROPRIATES LETTERS AND IS interesting meeting in this city. Officers were elected as follows: Presi- L. & N. IS SUED BY THOS. HOPdent, George M. Clark, HopkinsPER'S ADMINISTRATOR.

"Here's to your health and happiness'-.—DeWitt's Little Early Risers
—famous little pills. Nasty, sick
headache or biliousness may come
on any time; the cure is a Early
Riser. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.

Come and get these bargains at once.

E. B. Long, President.

W. T. TancV, Cashier.

•

•

This Bank ranks among the first in the whole state of Kentucky •
in proportion of surplus to capital.
•

In SURPLUS There is STRENGTH 2
We invite your account as a safe depository for your funds.
Deposit your valuable papers in our vault—safe from fire and
•
burglars.

An Alleged Matrimonial Bureau
at Evansville, Ind.

A. M. C. Hosford, the popular and
efficient postoffice inspector who
makes his home in Hopkinsville, is
at home after a strenuous visit to
Evansville, where he was placed under arrest charged with having
taken letters from Mrs; Violet Williams without the legal right to do
so. 31r. Hosford was arrested in the
federal court room, Sheriff Barnes
serving the warrant. He had, of
course, no trouble in promptly securing his release from custody.
Several days ago. Hosford secured
a number of letters from Mrs. Wil
Hams and her daughter, Garnett
Williams. The letters showed, the
Inspector cha..ges, that the women
were conducting a bogus matrimonial bureau for the purpose of securing money from persons who corresponded with them. and warrants
were issued for both the women
charging them with using the malls
to defraud.
Mrs. Williams secured the arrest
of Inspector Hosford and is attempting to secure the return of the letters.
Saturday afternoon, the women
were bound over to the federal grand
jury, their bonds being fixed at $500
each. While they were in jail, Augusta Mischnick, of Nebraska, one of
the alleged dupes of the women,who
is said to have been beaten out of
several thousand dollars, arrived in
Evansville, and, behind the bars,
saw his lady love for the first time.
He refused to believe her guilty and
they were married in the county jail
He was unable to furnish bail for
his bride, and she, handcuffed with
her mother,was caaried to the federal
prison at Indianapolis.

GEORGE M. CLARK
New President of Kentucky
Universalist Convention.
ville; vice president, Thomas Logan,
Ilsley; secretary, Mrs. 3riaggifClark, Crofton;trustees, J. G. Hord.
Hopkinsville,.W. T. I avis, Fruit
The next semi-annual convention
will be held with the Crofton church
on the fourth Sunday in Octolier,
1907.
The Rev. Mrs. Irwin preached
twice Sunday at the church and was
heard by large congregations.

In

the Pit at Chicago When Wheat
Scored Skyward.

Suit for $25,000 damges has been
filed against the Illinois Central railroad company and A. L. Comstock
by W. T. Hopper, administrator for
the estate of Thomas Hopper, deceased.
It is alleged in the petition that 011
Feb. 24, 1907, the deceased was employed as flagman on the Masonville
section of the track of the defendant
company, his duty being to warn
trains of the soft and unsafe condition of the roadbed. It is claimed
that about 4 a. m. on the night of
February 24 a train which was piloted by Comstock, ran into the flagman eausing injuries from which e
died. It is alleged that the accidents was due to the negligence and
carelessness of the defendants.

Policeman Joe Claxton went to Paducah Sunday and turned over Ike
Baker the negro who was arrested
near Julien charged with stealing
watch and other jewelry from a citizen of that town to the authorities.
When he stepped off the train here
last night, he saw Roland Davie,colored, jump off a moving train and as
this is a violation of one of the city
ordinances, the officer gave chase.
The negro flE d up the track, back of
the old school house through the
Phelps field and finally dashed
through the back porch of Bethel
collage and hid in the loft of the
stable. The perspiring officer was
in close pursuit,and nabbed his man
and locked him up.

Chicago, May 13.—There was the
Wildest excitment in the pit today
noon since the breaking of the Leiter corner.
December wheat reached :103, and
September wheat 100. July and
May wheat touched 97. There was
a small drop in options later, but
Let me mail you free, to prove higher prices generally were mairAt Bowling Green Sunday, a pasmerit, samples of my Dr. Shoop's
senger
train collided with a switch
Restorative, and my Book on either tained.
engine.
Several persons, including
Dyspepsia, The Heart, or The KidR. E. Morningstar, well known
neys.
Address me, Dr. Shoop,
Racine, Wis. Troubles of the Stomhere, were painfully injured.
ach, Heart or Kidneys, are merely
symptons of a deeper ailment. Don't
make the common error of ,treating
symptoms only. Symptom treat- Plant Bed of L. N. McCargo Scraped
ment is treating the result of your
Friday Night.
ailment, and not the cause. Weak
Stomach nerves--the inside nerves—
means. Stomach weakness, always.
L. N. McCargo, whose immense
And tbe Heart,and Kidneys a's well,
plant
bed was salted early in the
have their controlling or inside
nerves'. Weaken these nerves, and season and who received several
you inevitably have weak vital warnings that he must join the asorgan . Here is where Dr. Shoop's sociation, was a victim last Friday
Resto ative has made its fame. No
SANTA BARBARA, Cal., May
.other remedy even claims to treat night of night raiders who scraped 13.—Thirty-five bodies of a party of
the "inside nerves". Also for bloat- his plant bed. He had watched for
-ing, biliousness, bad breath or corn- the marauders several weeks, but Mystic Shriners lie in the morgues
here, and scores are injured. The
plexioc, use Dr. Shoop's Restorative. lately relaxed his vigilance.
Write, for my free Book now Dr.
Nobles were on their way East, with
Shooffs Restorative sold by Anderwives and families, and the illFree Samples of "Preventics" and their
son-Frier (Incorporated)
a booklet on Colds will be gladly fated train struck a broken rail and
mailed you, on request, by Dr. jumped the track without warning.
Shoop's Racine, Wis. simply to
prove merit _Preventics are little
Candy Cold Cure tablets. No QuiPiles git quick and certain relief
nine, no Laxative, nothing harmful from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment.
whatever. Preventics prevent colds Please nckte it is made alone for Piles,
—as the name implies—when taken and its action is positive and certain.
early, or at the "Sneeze Stage". Etching, painful, protruding or blind
For a seated cold or LaGrippe. break piles disappear like magic by its use.
Eears the
It
up safely and quickly with Pre- Large nickel-capped glass jars 50
Slgxatre of
ventics. Sold by Anderson-Fowler cents. Sold by Anderson-Fowler
(Incorporated.)
(Incorporated.)

The Kind You Have Always Bought

(From Monday's Daily)
Mi?Ei Maud Helsley of Haleys'
Ain. and A. J. Yeargan, of Greenville, will be married at the bride's
home Wednesday afternoon at 4
0- clock. Rev. Mr. Hickerson, of
Crofton, will officiate. '1 he bride-tobe is the talented daughter of Squire
and Mrs. H. C. Helsely. The prospective groom is a traveling sales[nail for the hardware firm of Gray
& Dudley.
Mrs. Minnie.Williams and Ann.J.
Knight were married this morning
by Judge Breathitt. The couple
live several miles from town on the
Princeton road. The groom is forty
four years of age and:the bride thirty
three. Both have been married before.

,
40 3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits

We Extend a Cordial Invitation to the Public

Our equipment is thorough, modern and efficient.
Our faithful and untiring service is at the command of every
tomer.
We furnkh our customers safety deposit boxes for valuablc.
We pay 3 per cent interest on time certificates of deposit.

Miss Laura Davis,' of Crofton, died
at that place Thursday after a lingering illness. She was buried at
St. Charles Friday afternocn in the
presence of a large number of relatives and friends. She was the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W.
Davis, of Crofton, and a wellknown
and popular young lady.

MEACHAM CONSTRUCTION CO.,
Incorporated. ,
General Contractors and Civil Engineers. Concrete foundations,
floors and pavements. All classes
of engineering, including city and
farm surveying. Second hand iron
fences, curbing ttnd pavement brick
for sale. R. E. Cooper, Prest.; G.
H. Champlin. Seer & Treas..; Rodman Y. Meacham, V. P. & Gen.
Mgr.; Gus Moore, Jr., local engineer. 311 S. Main St., Hopkinsville,
Kentucky.
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Caramel!
Biscuit
The Best Ever.
Have U Tasted
One? They Melt
In Your Mouth.

How
Money
Grows..
It is often remarked that money disappears, but it is
seldom heard of how money grows.
All that is needed is the seed--the first
deposit. By adding the three per cent.
interest which this bank pays your account will readily grow. Of course your
curiosity to have it grow rapidly will lead
you to save and make further deposits.
TODAY IS THE
DAY TO START

I

Accounts started now and helped by the 3 per cent. interest
we pay, will assume big proportions in twenty years.

Only

40c lb.

Cook 81, Higgins

•
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•
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BREAK ALL RECORDS

[.

BY —

HE Democratic
leader of the
house is one of
the best story tellers
at the national capital. He also has a
rich vein of humor,
but is rather sparing
nf Its use in his
Teeches. One of the
most famous examples of his irony
was a satirical trib123 r) AtImiral Crowinshield during
le Sampson-Schley inquiry. This deicious take-off was done in rerse—Willams occasionally drops into poetry—
Ind wound up by declaring that—

Penitentiaries Show Greater Profit For
State Than During Any Month
in Previous History.

••••

Great Crowninshleld's the bravest tar
That always stayed ashore.

At the time Mr. Williams was men:toned as a presidential candidate he
lad considerable dry fun with the reporters over the matter. To one newspaper man he said: "My boom Is makJag tremendous strides. My private
;ecretary is unreservedly for me, and
: have hopes of securing the support
pf Charley Edwards, the clerk of the
ninority room."

Show birds and layers. Give me John Sharp once ran afoul of Tom
Reed. This is the way he tells the
a trial and be convinced.
DANIEL SUBURBAN POUL- 3tory himself:
"I met Mr. Reed coming out of the
TRY YARDS, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Aoakroom, and he said to me in that
Cumb.'Phone 718.
drawl of his, 'Williams, what-

The ordinary "dyspepsia" tablet
has ruined more stomachs than all
..„_.other causes combined • Giving temporary relief, it leaves the digestive
system weaker than ever, and the
tablets must be continued with increasing frequency.
Mi-o-na excites the secretion of
gastric juice. and when the food is
swallowed, the stomach is ready to
digest it.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are never
sold in bulk, but in a neat box convenient for the purse or vest pocket,
at 50c.
A guarantee is given by L. L. Elgin
with every box of Ml-o-na, that
n.oney will be refunded if the remedy fails to give satisfaction. This
shows he has faith in the merits of
the remedy.

•

A FEW DAYS LEFT.
We desire to impress upon readers
of our paper the importance of the
present combination offer of Weekly
New Era and The Louisville Herald
both papers only $2 for one year. For
the subscription price of The Louisville Herald will be advanced May
20. The publishers have notified us
that the increase in cost of white
paper makes it necessary for them
to raise the subscription rate. In
order to make it possible for anyone
to take advantage of the low price
which prevails at present, the offer
will be extendedito May 20. Send in
your order at once.

4
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To a somewhat young and callow reporter John Sharp, with exceeding
;rarity, %aid he had quite some hopes
pf getting the nomination. Reports
!rom Mississippi were especially en!ouraging.
"Toomsuba, Ofanoma, Noxopater,
Canachehaw, Toccopola, Tabbville and
1
- rubbs Springs, I am told," he said,
'are already for me, while I have er?ry reason to believe that I shall have
the undivided support of such places
me Nittayttma, Wahalak, Bolatusha,
Elushpukena, Ittabena. Pelahatchie,
klittayurua, Skutch, Cinqupin, PawAckfaw, Octoc, Leggo, Yellow Rabbit,
2
- hunkey Station, Hambone; Deovoente and Whynot."
Upon being asked to spell the names
le did so with great gravity.
On a later occasion, when the newspaper men asked him concerning his
!andtclacy, he said that Mrs. Williams
aad objected that with her sick headaches she never could stand the White
Barred Plymouth Rocks Exclusively. House, so he would have to give up the
presidency.

BEWARE OF "DIGESTIVES.',

One Dollar And Seventy Five Cents

L.•••••••••/.111/~111111111.111INIII/..........1

IN APRIL.

Under the management of the
present board of prison commissioners, Messrs. Harvey McCutchen, Eli
H. Brown, Jr., and Geo. V. Green,
not only is the Kentucky penitentiary in Frankfort, paying expenses,
but it is putting a neat little sum in
the treasury of the state, says the
Frankfort State Journal. This was
demonstrated yesterday when reports of the work done at the institution for the month of April were
received by the board, which is in
session now. These reports showed
that during the 30 days of April,
$6,900 more to the right side of the
books than ever was done in any
month before in the history of the
penitentiary. This is considered a
splellid showing, and with present
conditions prevailing not at, all an
abnormal one.
With a view of turning to account
every force possible within the walls,
the commission yesterday let a
"cripple prisoner” contract to the
Hoge-Montgomery company, operators of the shoe factory, calling
for the services of 100 men. These
men will be those who, through
physical ailments or disabilities,
such as one-armed or one-legged
men, who have been exempt from
work heretofore. The Hoge-Montgomery company agrees to pay the
state 25 cents per day for the services
of these men, anid it will put them at
odd jobs about the shoe shops that
they are able to perform.
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WIT AND HUMOR

John Sharp Williams

BY THE BUSINESS OF PRISONS

n. 1 .• r, iv

ieculiar
ver makes you such a bitter parti;au?'
"'Well, Mr. Speaker, that's pretty
zood coming from you. isn't it?' I re-died.
"'Never mind me,' he replied. 'But
why are you such a bitter partisan?'
"'Well, I'll tell you.' I said. 'You
know I never saw a Republican until
I was tt.•trt.---eks•ht years old, and I
atft get usea ":o tnem somenow;
"He looked at me reproachfully and
walked away without another word."

At a Washington banquet Mr. Wildams once proposed this toast:
"Here's to President Roosevelt, whom
the world has grossly overestimated
as an author and whom the Democratic party grossly underestimated as a
politician."
It was Williams who fastened the
designation of "kid" congressmen to
aew members. Mr. Wharton, a boyish looking recruit from Chicago, interrupted and wanted to know what
Lie meant by "kid" congressmen.
"Mr. Speaker," said Mr. Williams,
with a wave of his hand toward the
member from Chicago, "with that degree of reverence which the personal
appearance of my interrogator excites
in my mind I should say that he is
perhaps the last person in the house
who ought to ask the question," whereat Mr. Wharton subsided.

HAT $1.75 WILL DO I
Sixteen of the Best Known and Most
Readable Papers and Magazines
in the United States and the WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA

ONE FULL YEAR My $1.75
Large Expense. to Increase our Circulation and Give Our Subscribers
the Best of Everything, We Have Made Arrangements to Offer Them the

At a

Greatest Clubbing Offer Ever Presented by any Paper
The season is at hand for subscribing for your newspapers and magazines for the new year. This is the age of popular enlightenment through the products of the printing press. The family which is supplied with an abundance of good, clean, informing and
entertaining literature is always in the process of self-education. The man, woman or child who is reading good newspapers and m ag
azines is going to school as truly as if enrolled in an institution of learning. Happy is the family which has an abundance of attractive reading matter always at hand to make home pleasant, and quiet the restlessness incident to childhood. To supply the universal
American demand for high-class periodical literature, we have arranged with the several publishers interested whereby we can offer for

SEVENTEEN GREAT PAPERS AND, MAGAZINES FOR THE PRICE OF ONLY $1.75
Look at This Wonderful List
Planters Journal, MemphiE, Tenn.
American Farmer, Indianapolis, Ind.
Successful Farming, Des Moines, Ia.
Maxwell's Talisman Magazine, Chicago.
The Farm Money Maker, Cincinnati, 0.
Evenin2 Hours Magazine, Weehawken N. J.
Modern Stories Magazine, New York.
Southern Poultry Fancier, Atlanta, Ga.

'TIME,

THIS OFFER IS GOOD ONLY FOR A VERY SHORT

If you are already a subscriber to any or all of these papers ycur time will be
extended one year on receipt of the Combination Price.

REFERENCES: Any Business House in This City or any Paper in Our Club
If you don't want all of the papers sent to one address, you can split the Club and have them
number of different address.
The 'aving Habit is the Key to Wealth; not how much you make but how much you save.

Jent

to any

Every Paper and Magazine are Well Known and are from the North,South,East,South

Every Paper Goes to You to For One Full Year
THIS

REMEMBER

GREAT

OFFER

A

FOR

IS

VERY

SHORT

Don't Delay! Call at Our Office, Telephone or Send Your Order in

TIME

by Mail

General Grosvenor was designated

by Mr. Williams as "the most exuberant and unscrupulous prophet that
this part of the world ever saw."

One Dollar And Seventy Five Cents

The minority leader once had a
Democratic caucus called, and the reporters were wild to find out the reason. Williams was very short with
them at first, but finally thawed out
and said:
"Boys, I have decided to confide in
you. I called that caucus for the purWork Mules.
pose of advocating a return to government by consuls, under which system
We have 5 head good work mules the Roman republic prospered for a
for sale. Can be seen at our stable thousand years."
10th and Water St. Cumb Phone 40. Nobody bothered him after that.

w4t
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SEVENTEEN Great Weeklies and Monthlies---Combined Price Over $9.00

!

4..

SouthweEt Magazine, St. Louis, Mo.
The Welcome Guest Mag., Portland.
Woman's Home Journal, Boston,
Home Queen Magazine, New York.
Farmers Wife Magazine . St. Paul, Minn.
New Era Magazine, New- York.
Good Health Magazine, Battle Creek lair-rt.
Rural Weekly, St. Paul.

For Breeding

WANTE

We want five-hundred "ALMO"
Jingle verses for our "ALMO"
Jingle Book, and we want them
now. We will pay ten dollars each for the ones that we use.
"ALMO" means a fine complexion. A few drops of "ALMO" put
Into the washbowl every day will
A few Drops of "ALMO"
work w mders with your complexIn the washbowl now and
ion in a few days. Treats the
then,
skin while you wash. Opens and
Means a fine complexion.
purifies every pore. Cleanses and
Makes you look young again.
beautifies. Refines the skin. Is
107
antiseptic, pure and soothing.
FREE! If you have never used `ALMO" we will send you a
full size dollar bottle FREE upon receipt of this advertisement and
six two cent
postage and full particutopayPVafe
lars about `Z
'Jingle
FORD C. FORD,66 FIFTH AV., CHICAGO, ILL.

WOOLDRIDGE & CO.
John Sharp was once denouncing the
committee on rules, popularly known

R. A. sEWLEST,

LAND SURVEYS—We make sur- lI as the house machine.
veys of farms, and maps, showing 1 "The gentleman himself is a memall division fences, roads, water ber of the committee on rules," put in
courses, houses, barns, etc., and ex- 'a member.

The
recognized the thrust with
and the absolute accuracy of the
a roar, but the other man persisted.
work is guaranteed. Meacham Con- 1 „
You attend the meetings of that
struction Co., (Inc )307 S. Main St., committee," he said.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
"I am invited to the seances," re410
I turned Williams, "but I am never con- I
WANTED—Gentlemen or lady to suited about the spiritualistic appear--

travel for Mercantile house of $250,- ances."
000.00 capital. If desirable the home I
When Williams first ran for congress
may be used as headquarters. Weekhis opponent was a famous coon huntly salary of $1,092.00 per year and

er and gained much support by the
expenses. Address J. A. Alexander, fact.
Williams had never hunted
125 Plymouth Place, Chicago, El.
coons, but saw that something had to
, be done. Buying a bunch of roman
p
rit.I.194..
afik.
The Kind You Have Aiways Bought candles, he went out with the boys,
Bears the
fired the candles among the branches
Signature
till he scared the coons out of the trees,
of
made a record hunt and won the elec-
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West 7th Street,
ItiOPKINSVILLE, KY

'act number of acres in each field. )# "Yes," drawled Williams "nominal1
Old or indefinite property lines ,
found. Our prices are reasonable ,i
house
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STALLION AND JACKS
Season will Commence March 20.
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expense,('ridhelp you to success.
head model, photo or sketch f•n• FR EL report
en patentability. to years' practice.
SURPASSING REFERENCES. For
nook on Profitnble Patent. write to frec Gin&

503-50S Seventh Street,
WASHINGTON G. C.

Parties Wishing to Purchase Good Jacks should see
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Here Is An Opportunity t 612it a Lqiele
Size Photo of Yourself Free of Charge
Under Ordinary Circumstances It Costs $2.50

This is an offer that ought to interest everyholy in I-Ipkinsv file
and the surrounding district. Just think of it---a life-size photo of yourself or any
member of your family FREE OF CHARGE.
HERE'S WHAT WE ARE GOING TO DO:..
To every one who makes a purchase of five dollars or more we will dive au order for a life size
photo on W. R. Bowles, the well-known photographer of our city.
You are not obliged to buy in any.department or to buy any one article, garment or piece of goods.
You are at liberty to buy at any section or sections in our store or to buy as many articles as you may
desire--all that is required is that THE TOTAL AMOUNTS TO $3.00 or more.
This is an unusual offer and as such you should consider it---and profit by it.
If you were to order this photo today from Mr. Bowles you would have to pay him $2.30 for it,
and you would get full value for your money.
So this offer is practically the same as charging you but $2.50 for $3.00 worth of merchandise.
This offer holds good for but a short While so if you want to take advantage of it make your purchase just as soon as possible.
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HARGIS HAD A GUN.

04440toror

I
MARRIES ACTRESS !wher

RILL OF INTEREST

I his bride took an automobile and
were whirled away to Hoboken,
e they boarded the steamer
LEXINGTON' KY" May
Mearaeawan, son of J. D.
Noah Peters testified in the Hargis
Wilhelm II, which sailed at 7:30
- -van'has resigned his position
trial today that at the time Cockrill
o'clock
this morning.
ggage agent for the L. &
as loca
was killed Jim Hargis and Ed CalThey
occupy
the captain's suite,
N. and has gone to Cincinnati where
lahan were standing in the second PRESIDENT OF UNI TED STATES which has been especially fitted up
he has been given a much better po- MINISTERS AND LAYMEN FORM ; story of Hargis' store, guns in hand
for the trip. The pair will dine in
sition with the same road. Clem
:E1. CORPORATO1
ORGANIZATION.
their own rooms, and arrangements
Twyman succeeds him as baggage
have been made so that they will
agent here.
net be subjectsd to the observation
of the ship's eassengers unless they, Report
Defendant
Ago
Was
Nut
Lon
in
a
Condition.—An Impressive Memdesire to
with them.
ofl Sixty-one rolls, 100 square ft. to
Mr.
and
M's.
Corey will procoed I
the roll, Carey's Flexible Cement _Sensational Pttsllurg Divorce Suit
orial St-rvice Is Held.
'to Pail,
s a nd NA M then go to the
roofing complete. Full directions
- A MHnight We dding.
I Chat..au tienis. tw.nty-five miles
for applying on each roll. '
from Park, where the h. neymoon
(From Tuesday's Daily)
-over
friim
was
left
roofing
This
Rev. A. C. Biddle, commission
x,
b.•
passed.
so
They
fall
ex:e
et
to
rewarehouse
last
covering our
The meeting of the Woman's
from Princeton Presbytery, Mrs. H.
Formal organization of the Ken- we can give purehaxer benefit of oer
ilfi1Ii there Lilt 1 hey rster.)
NEW
Y
ORK.
May
r
Home
Mission Society of the LouisA. Roger, Miss Nora. Rodgers, Mrs. tucky State Law and Order League
of America. about t he middle of July- ville conference M.E. Church,south,
thirteenth
unlucky
he
having
escapa
t
bought
by
car
After
to
loadR. D. and A. J. Reeder, Misses was effected yesterday at the conOne of Mr. Corey's gifts to his I is praving to be unusually interestCerey, presiLureenia and Lois seeder, Misses vention of the prominent ministers examining many kinds aroofingwe the month,.Wm. EPis
bride was the Chateau Genis.
steel
corUnited
states
can
see
I
any
one
dent
of
the
this
and
decided
on
ing and the attendance is the largest
Clara Braden, Bessie Carter and laymen from all over the state at
Gilman,
the
and
Mabelle
the
poration,
after
it
has
stood
roofing
this
11-w
official
in the histo:y of the society. Another
Miss
announcement
by
EddyRuth Biddle, Mrs. Wilson, of
the Masonic theater, says the Cour- test of a winter...oh oar wareleinse. former actress, were married after Mable Gilman in New York that she feature which is rather out of the
ville, Mrs. N. S. West, Mrs. A. L. ier-Journal. At the outset of the
Fourth & Elm. Sts. This midnight this morning. The ceres would be married to President W. ordinary is that every officer of the
Carter, Mrs. A. H. Anderson and convention it was set forth that the corner
warehouse
is 180 ft: square. For fur- mony took place at 12:45 in the roy- Ellis Corey, of the United States society is present,.
Jas. D. Bill left this morning for organization which it was proposed
l suite at the Hotel Gotham, Fifth Steel corporatist', in New York on
apply-to
particulars,
ther
The sessions of yesterday were inDixon, Tenn., to attend the general to form was to be strictly nonpartistreet. in the May 13 caused great grief in the spiring, and at these the society got
avenue
and
Fifty-fiftli
Cummings
&
Co..
Wm.
H.
Sons
PresCumberland
assembly of the
san and have for its purpose the enpresence of a small party of friends breast of J. B. Corey, the old and down to actual business, although
Incorporated.
byterian church.
forcement of the Kentucky statutes
Jr..
Mgr.
of the contracting couple.
Cumulings,
wealthy uncle, here. The old gentle- the program for the day was not enCumb. Phones.o.4.7-1- and 458.
The distinction of class or creed was
The ceremony was performed by man faiey wept, says a Pittsburg tirely concluded.
to play no part in the work to be
Acv. J. L. Clark, pastor of the Bush- dips tch. He will go into the pulpit
Chief among the features of the
undertaken, and which will be under
wick-avenue Congregational church, of the. English Lutheran church at day were the reports of the officers,
the direct supervision of an executof Brooklyn.
Braddoek the day before his nephew superintendents of departments,disive committee.
The suite and hotel dinieg-rooms is married, where, he says, he will tricts secretaries and auxiliaries.
The following officers were elected: week:
were decorated last night wit n hue- speak of divorce and marriage.
All of these re-ports showed that
Trash 5.26 to 6 50.
President, the Hon. J. T. Earle,
dreds of American Beauty roses. "So Ellis is going to marry that each sub-society eras active and do.
Lugs 6.50 to a.oct
mayor of Latonia; first vice presiThe managetnent ot the hotel and painted creature of the stage! Well, ing much good. The report of the
Leaf
8
00
tc
10.5).
Med.
thieze in charge of the decorations
dent, the Hon. N. B. Deatherage, of
w.re(,iven cari e luhanelte 50 ti as this is a sad day for the name of treasurer showed that last year the
to
12
00.
Leaf
10.60
G.00d
Mining company has Richmond; second vice president,
Corey," said the old coal king today, society raised a total of $6.871.89.
struck a promising vein of lead on Judge C. H. Bush, of Hopkinsville;
The report of the secretary showed
at
tears coarsed down his cheeks.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
their property about four miles from third vice president, the Hon. C. E.
marriage
will
be
the society to be in a very healthy
"Mark
you,
this
Mrs. L. R. Davis and daughters,
the town of Gracey. The find was Woods, mayor of Richmond; secretime,"icoetinued
Mr.
and
flourishing state with a most
regretted in
tary, Bruce.W. Trimble, of Mt. Steilnear the surface and the people in- jug, editor Mt. Sterling Advocate; Misses Mavme and Parry Lee, have
Corey. "It is neither • human nor encouraging increase in memberterested in the mine believe it will
L. C. Kelly, of Louisville. returned to their home near Crofton
decent that a man should divorce !ship, there now being forty-seven
after a visit to Mrs. T. Jackson Tate.
prove to be rich. Experts some time
the wife of his youth, the mother of I auxiliaries with a membership of
ago assured the company that the
Miss Mary Woods and Mr. Garth
his children, in order to marry 961 and with, thirty life members.
property was very valuable. Several
—
Atchison, of Louisville, Ky., have
another woman—and one of the During the year the society furnishHopkinsville citizens are officers
L. L. Elgin is seeking the worst returned home after a short visit to
stage at that. I may not live to see ed 5,198 garments to the needy, discase of dyspepsia or constipation in their cousin, Mrs. E. M. Moss.
the day that the Corey name will be tributed 11,735 books, magazines,
gh papers, etc. made 7,458 visits to the
Hopkinsville or vicinity to test Dr.
dragged deeper into the mire through
James H. Anthrson, Bailey Wallpoor and sick, paid out $300 on parHearard's new specific for the cure
er and Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Garnet
sonages and numerous acts of charity
be
regretwill
marriage
the
ing
that
of those diseases.
left yesterday for the Southern Bapand help.
ted."
So confident is he that this reconvention
at
tist
Richmond, Va.
The memorical service to the
markable medicine will effect a cure
memory of Miss Lucinda B. Helm,
(From Tuesday's Daily)
quickly and lasting, that he offers to
founder of the society, was a
the
Christian County Association Will refund the money should it not be
Misses Lura Underwood and Maie
sweet and solemn service, this being
successful. . Jones are visiting Mrs. Lillian Eths
Hold Session in Hopkinsville.
PRINCETON, Ky., 14.—Steve conducted by Mrs. Gaulbert, of
In order to secure the quickest! eredge, of Nashville, Tenn.
Short and Ned Pettit have been ar- Louisville. Mrs‘ T. R. Kendall, of
possible introduction L. L. Elgin
R.
C.
Wallis,
D. P. A. of the L. &rested by Caldwell, Trigg and Lyon Louisville, the president fo the
The Dark Tobacco association of will sell a regular fifty cent package
comity officers on the charge of de- society, is a most accomplished ofChristian county will meet Monday of this medicine at half price 25 cts. N. R. R., of Nashville, Tenn., was
in the city yesterday.
stroying the tobacco beds of Firmon ficer and no point of the reports or
morning at 10 o'clock at the courtThis specific of Dr. Howard's will
Oliver, J. E. Hollowell and Wallace discussions is ever allowed to be
house. Judge W. T. Fowler will cure sick headache, dizzy feelings,
Judge H. C. McGehee, of Graeey,
.
Oliver. The affidavit was sworn to losItlibeyrethpeorhteoafreArisis
at
11
meeting
o'clock. constipation, dyspepsia, and all is in the city today.
address the
wedding is said to have cost $50,000.
Both
Short
and
Oliver.
Miss
Ada Lewis, the
by Firmon
All members of the association and forms of malaria and liver trouble.
•
Dr. T. P. Allen, of Empire, is in The banquet was one of the most Pettit
are nonassociation men and corresponding secretary, of the
all farmers who are not members It does not simply give relief for a
sumptuous ever served in this city,
were croppers of II. H. Hollowell. board meetiag at Houston, Texas,
are invited to attend this meeting. time; it makes permanent and com- the city today.
After the supper was over the parbeds the men are accused of was highly interesting and caused
The
Misses Mary Cameron and Mayonie
plete cures.
ty. led by Mr. Corey and his bride, having destroyed belonged to assomuch favorable Comment from the
It will regulate the bowels, tone Jordon, both of the city, entered passed down the hall between the
farmers.
elation
delegates.
o ,
up the whole intestinal tract, give Fox's Business College.
rows of palms to the doutle salon,
Shortalernished bond in the sum
Today t he society is agttin busby
s decorated to represent
Mr. and Mrs. McClure „Kelly, of which
". T. Ricketts has sold the Elec; you an appetite, make food taste
of $300, while Pettit, a negro, in de- engaged, several more
reports being
on Ninth street to J. D. good &UAL digest well, and increase Houston, Tex.. are visiting Mr. and small church.
fault of bail, was placed in the
until
this
saved
time.
place.
at
this
jail
county
and
Mr.
Corey
After the nuptials
Mrs. Walter Kelly.
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ALLEGED SCRAPERS

!ones New York Orchestral Band of 60.
Adult Chorus of 400.
thildren's Chorus of 800

7 Notable Soloists and Singers

Speaker, U.S. Senator Edwin Carmack

edit
..as
nd6
G.
,s
A.K
R. Vets.
CC:7E6f
. .C. Cadets

Season Tickets on Sale at Anderson-Fowler. Ground Floor, $2.50;Gallery, $2;5 Performances

UPWARD TENDENCY BARN BURNED DOWN fl

RIDERS ARE SUSManager McPherson promised by no means essential to the makin
CRIME.!
that
among the attractions for the of a high class artist.
PECTED OF
DECREASE OF CROP.
May Musical Festival there would
The peimission of Heinrich Con-,
be several competent professional reid, had to be secured before Carr's
solosits and he has certainly kept name could be affixed to a contract.
his word. Several days ago con- There will naturally be a great cutsReports of Inspector. - Association Belonged to Mr. Wallace, A Trigg
tracts were made with Virginia Lis- iosity to hear this much talked of
County Farmer.-Acid Used
Salesman Busy.-Auditor Here To
temann, soprano, and Alfred D. singer. He comes from the New
Shaw,
the English tenor, and now York Metropolitan opera house
In
B'ed?
Plant
Pay Fire Loss Balance.
the list of soloists has been complet- where he sang many of the leading
ed by the securing of Zoe Pearl bass roles, notably in Faust, Lohen:
Parke, contralto, and ForestDabney grin, Aida, Romeo and Juliet and
May 15.-Word has Carr, the Basso-Cantante of the La Boherne. He possesses a voice
The past week has been a busy one been received here that a barn on New
York Metropolitan opera house. of remarkable compass, powerful yet
in every branch of the local tobacco the farm of a man named Wallace,
Zoe Parke will prove unusually under admirable control which, tomarket. Sales on the loose floor who lives in rrigg county, just over
interesting from the fact that she is gether with a stage presence at once
were better than for several days, the Caldwell lipe, was burned Mon- an
American girl and her entire dignified and graceful, has placed
the independent market was very day night and the night riders are musical
education has been received him in the front rank of grand opera
active while the farmers association suspected of the work. Mr. Wallace
west of the Alleghenies. She has a singers.
also enjoyed a good business. Prices was a quiet, inoffensive man, and
delightful voice of true alto quality,
Every succeeding day brings forth'
generally showed an upward tend- was not a member of the association. under
perfect control and with a fresh indications pointing to a grand
ency due to the continued alarminglHe lost all of his farming imple- range of two full
octaves, every not success for the music festival. Everyreports of the great scarcity of plants ments. „.
of which is, as has been well said by body is taking an interest and boostand the lack of labor, these two
Mr. Wiley, who lives near here, one of Chicago's best known music.", ing the event in eyery possible way.
CF111QPR being expected to cause a reports that many of h'is tobacco
al critics, "a sparkling crystal.r The outside advertising is produc-'
heavy falling off in this year's crop. plants on the inside of the beds have Her singing
of the great page Aria ing big results and mail orders for
On the independent market, or been destroyed. It may have been from
Meyerbeer's Hugenots will not reserved seats are coming in by
breaks, the inspector's report shows done by bugs, but he is inclined to only enable .
her auditors to judge nearly every Mail. Whe the music
receipts for the week, 120 hhds; re- think that there Ois a possibility of for themselves just how
true this festival opens one week from toceipts for the year, 3,225 hhds; sales chemfccala having done the work, as high sounding phrase
may be, but night, another success wiil have
been scored by I-I opkinsville as a
for the week, 208 hhds; sales for the none of the plants on the outside of it will serve to show that a
European city which can furnish attiactions
year, 450 hhds. All these sales were the beds was injured,
schooling and professional debut are second to none.
m-ade privately but there was lively
competition among the buyers for
In Lyon County.
every hogshead which was put, up.
U'iversa!ist Resolutions.
l lust!. $6.50 tor; PRINCETON, Ky., May 15.-The
Prices ranged, lo
_
medium lugs, $7.50 to $8; good lugs, white capping of a picture agent
At
:he
1;.,
supposed
to
be
a
out
detective
sent
plucky
Universalistcon$9;
common,
$8
to
leaf,
$8.50;
$8 to
vention held in this city the follow
medium, $9.50 to $11. No good or from. headquarters in Hopkinsville,
ing
to
get
"night
resolution was aiopted:
evidence
against
the
fine grades offered.
1.
Whereas the Equor, traffic is
riders,"
was
not
in
Caldwell
county.
The Planters Protective associaHOLDING
EXCOMMENCEMENT
one
of the deadliest foes to the peace
tion report sales of about 200 hogs- This was learned today when deputy
and welfare of the Christian home.
ERCISES THIS WEEK.
heads for the week at prices ranging sheriffs went out to summon wit-j
and the progress of the chyrch of
from $6.25 to $11,50. the offerings nesses. It was just across the line
in
Lyon
county,
and
the
matter
will
God wherever it is legalized in any
medium
grading from low lugs to
turned
shape
over
to
the
of
si
Iv e ft:T form, be it therefore rebe
authorites
leaf. On account of the heavy sales
sales_
that
county.
Dr. Van Ness Delivers Annual Sermon.
m aclp last week the association
crit '
.1
That we place ourselves on record
inan did not make his usual heavy
Literary Address Wednesday Night
as standing unconditionally against
offerings but spent the time in getBy
Congressman
Stanley
this great evil and declare ourselves
Saturday
work.
clerical
ting up his
as
ready.and willing to do all in our
association.
John
the auditor of the
power,to wipe it from the f, ce of the
H. Scales, spent the day here, payearth.
in the balance due on 168 hogsFRANKFORT, May 15.-In af2. Whereas, the interest and klnorm Tuesday's Daily)
The (From
teF
heads of association tobacco which firming the case of Overall vs. Madithusiasm of our convention has been
commencement
exercises
of
was destroyed by fire last fall and sonville, Ky., the coast of appeals
greatly enhanced by the able adon which there was not sufficient in- today held that cititai have a right the Pembroke Graded schools are
drt sses and papers given by our laysurance to cover the loss. The check to erect andoperate their own light being held this week.
men, be it resolved, that we endorse
deThe annual class sermon was
for the balance according to the and water plants.
Sun_ the plan thus established by using
schedule adopted by the association
In the case of, Vicker, mayor of livered at the Baptist church
all possible talent. among the layis now tieing divided out among the
morning
by
day
Dr.
I.
J.
VanNess,
Madisonville. vs.; Stary, th,court
men as wise, proper and instructive.
farmers who lost their tobacco by
holds that SU-war-in accepting a place of Nashville, editorial secretary of
3. Resolved, that the thanks of
fire.
on the city health board, vacated the sOuthern Baptist church. Monthis
weather
considerconvention are due Rev. Mrs.
The warm rainy
day a mock trial was given by the
his office as csitmailtnita.
ably increased the offerings this
pupils of the high school, and at the A. L. J. Irwin for her attendvnce on
week on the loose floor and. prices
same time a program of music was this convention; for ticr inspiring
ranged fully 76c per hundred higher
rendered by Miss Trabue's music and helpful sermons and untiring
1 efforts in making the convention a
than at any time this season. Pricesclass.
Lugs,
low,
$5
to
'
follows:
ranged as
Tonight the junior medal oratori- success.
$5.75; common, $5.75 to $6.50; good
4. Resolved, that we extend our
cal Contest will take place, the prize
$6.50 to $7.50.
for the winner being a handsome and thanks to our retiring president.
tl.esD
sr
,. z
Leaf, low, $7.50 to $8.50; medium
Itrs
JeaW
l .aL
no
dngu,nftoirrinhgereff
ea
orn
tavaluable gold medal. There are elss
$8.50 to $9.50; good, $10 to $12.
seven contestants and Prof. W. E:
from corn- Gray and Prof. Barksdale Hamlets, and also for the efficient manner in
Acting on instructilan
which she has conducted the affairs
of this city, will act as judges.
monwealth's Attorney Denny P.
Wednesday night the school con- of this convention.
Smith, County Attorney John C.
6. Resolved, that the thanks of
cert will be given, this being a full
Duffy has filed five suits for $500
this
convention be tendered the
schooL
the
pupils
of
the
program by
•
each against the Cumberland Telemembers
and friends of this church
i The entertainment will close with
phone tic Telegraph company. chargthe graduation exercises on Thurs _ for their hospitality in entertaining
1d
ing that the word "incorporated"
ay night, when five glaiduates will this convention.
Died In Denver.
t
from local advertisements.
given their diplomas. Hon. A. 6. Whereas it has pleased our
-be
A Denver Col., newspaper an
In the advertisements complained'
h• Heavenly Father in his wise ProviStanley,
f
g
nounces the death of Mrs. Redford of the abbreviation "Inc." was used
.
I dence to take from our midst our
ad' district, will deliver the class
.
H. Lacey. The funeral was held but acting
•
upon a recent ruling of dress.
beloved sister and noble co-worker,
Sunday May 1, at the home of her Judge Nunn of the court of appeals
During the past year the school Mrs. Mariah Ann Long, who
demother,Mrs. D. C. Oswald,in Denver in a case which went up from Todd has enjoyed one of the most prosperparted
this
life
July
19,
1506.
Therecounty in which the court held that ous and successful years in its his- fore be it resolved, that in her death
the abbreviation did not fulfill the
Annual Council.
we have sustained a sad loss, and
law,
the suits were brought here.
(From Tuesday's Daily)
thank God for her noble character
Ass. result of this ruling there
and pure life; and that we may all
Rev. Geo. C. Abbitt and Mr. and
will doubtless be a hurrying about
strive to follow her example and
Mrs. Hunter Wood left this morning
of ihcorporated firms having their
thus be a blessing to our fellowmen
for Louisville to attend the annual advertisements and signs which
MADISON VILLE, Ky., May 14- as she undoubtedly
has been.
council of the Episcopal church. show only Ow abbreviation, changJohn Li. Brasher defeated D. S. Ed7.
Resolved,
that
the
word
the thanks of
and
"incorporated"
ed
Mr. Abbitt will deliver the annual
wards for the Democratic nomina- this convention be
full.
spelled
out
in
extended to the
sermon. The council will be held
don for representative in the pri- Hopkinsville Messenger, Kentucky
to-day, Wednesday, hursday and
mary here yesterday by a majority New Era and Hopkinsville KenHave You Lost a Wolf?
Friday.
tuckian for the printing of posters,
A large wolf was seen in the woods of about ninety votes, after one of giving of notices, etc., which
have
about five miles from this city by a the hardest-fought battles in the contributed largely to the success of
Butler-O'Hara.
party of hunters, who were returning history of the county for any office. the convention.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Butler, of from the forests along Cumberland Man Wilson, who made such a senCerulean, have announced the ap- river. The animal fled into the sational race for the same nominaCHRISTIAN COUNTY CASES.
proaching marriage of their daugh- shelter of the deep woods when it tion two years ago, received about
FRANKFORT, Ky., May 14.-The
ter, Grace, to Mr. J. Roy O'Hara, of saw the men approaching. Several, eighty votes in this primary,
court of appeals today reversed the
Princeton. The wedding will be times recently a wolf Ii as been seen
•
case of Barnett vs. Williams and af.
.A.ES T C1 II.I.A.
4:,.
solemnized at the hoeueof thobride's by hunters and farmers of the vie- B
the
firmed,
with damages, the case of
Kind
You
Sought
The
Have Always
pare nts on May 29, the wedding be- nity near Sinking Fork, in this
Forbes vs. Hunter. Both are Christ&p
Big ws
ing a very quiet home affair.
county.
ian county cases.
i
of
I
UWING

TO PROBABLE

LARGE AND

SOLO ARTISTS IN THE MAY
MUSIC FESTIVAL NEXT WEEK.

NIGHT

1

A Car Load of the World's Leading Piano Makes at
Factory Prices for Two Weeks Only-Saving
to Buyers About One Half.

Greatest Piano Buying Opportunity Ever Offered
the People of Hopkinsville and the
Surrounding Country.

EASY TERMS AT CASH SALE PRICES
Offered So All Can Participate in This Money-Saving Event.--You Will Find Us In Latham
Hotel Building, Corner Virginia
and Seventh Street.

For fifty years the constant effort go in this sale at factory priee's 0
of the "House of Kimball" has been $198, $218 to $2'23. Terms $7 to $10
to build a greater business on those monthly.
Highest grade upright grand
principles, without which not enterconfipianos,
"public
nothing better made, sell in
succeed
prise can
the
regular
way the world over at
deuce."
instru$356,
$372,
of
$400
to $650, go in this
From the high grade
sale
at $236, $275, $317 to $336,
ments they manufacture, and their
honest business methods, the public a little higher for the art style case
has learned the protection of their designs.
Cabinet organs the finest made
interest by dealing with them.
worth
we
$65 to $100, special factory
here,
representative
%,.Having no
pianos
prices
$37
to $72. Terms $3 monthhave shipped a car load of
and organs direct from our factoryily.
and propose to sell them to the. con- i Piano players and player pianos
sumer direct, which means a big; about one-half regular prices. The
saving in their piano purchase, be- comparison of our plainly marked
sides the 'saving, you have the ab- one price factory sale tags with forsolute satisfaction of knowing that mer prices quoted as sold in the reghome and family has been supplied mar way shows the amount you actually save by buying now.
with the best.
specially
seOut of town folks, attend this sell,
was
instrument
Each
the
see
passed
this beautiful stock and hear
and
lected fel- this sale
I
being
these
sweet toned pionas, we say
merit test befors before
siiped. They are the highest with out fear of contradiction that
acnievement of the piano maher's art that the stock is the finest and largand the Kimball warranty is a life- est ever brought to this city. We
long safe guard in your piano pur- will sell and ship any where on the
easy payment plan.
chase.
You will find us in the Hotel LathExamples of Prices:-Splendid dependable pianos, such as retail in am building at the corner of Virginia
Seventh streets.
the regular way at $200 to $250. Our
Sale commences promptly Saturfactory sale prices, $148 to $186.
morning at 8:30 a. m. and posiday
Terms, $6.00 monthly.
closes May 31st. Attend the
tively
A Large assnrtment of pianos_ sale and get one of the old
reliable
upright grands, fancy finishes and pianos at a big saving.
latest 1907 case designs, that sell in
R. E. QUA.LLS,
Factory representive.
the regular way at $275, $300 to $325,

FREE
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PEMBROKE SCHOOLS

CASES DECIDED. I
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WEEKLY HENTUDA.Y NEW 1
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VMS ISICIIIS111.

Kentucky New Era. BABY'S
—PUBLISHEb B —

FACE IN

TERRIBLE STATE

", A. W. WOOD,,Oroprietor.
..NEW ERA BLD'G,:15 a,PST 7TH, ST.:
$1.00 A YEAR.
Received at the Postoffice in Hockinsville as Second-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daily per year
" three months
6
per week
Weekly per year
" per six months. ...

$5.00
1.26
.10
1.00
.60

Awful Humor Was EatingAway Face
and Ears—Body Mass of Sores
—Three Doctors Tried to Help
Little Sufferer But She Grew
Worse—After Spending Many
Dollars On Doctors and Medicine

ProfessionalCaras
DR. J. H. RICE,
*trio surgeon.

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson

VII.—Second

QuartPx,

For May 19, 1907.

Office over Frankei's Store. Cumb.
Phones—Office, 62; Residence 183.
Home Phone, residence 1275.

INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

TIIE

NAl'i LE, SMITH

7ext of the Lesson, Ex. i, 1 -14--Memory Verses, 13, 14—Go!den Text, Ps.
csii, 13—Commentary Prepared by
Rev. D. M. Stearns.

DEN TIST.
Office over Cent:lees Grocer.
Gas administered when desired.

[Copyright, 1907, by Arwrican Pr.iss msociation.]

While the book of beginnings centerspecialty manufacturing departments maked around seven men, all of whom are
-two
mentioned 1n the first twenty
ing complete lines of shoes at different
FRIDAY, MAY7,1807
verses of Hob. xi and each one characprices, with an appropriate place
terized as a man of faith, the book of
against Accident or Sickness in the
one prominent man.
but
has
Exodus
best vompany in the business. Pay
grade
one
in
leather
of
In'
every
Rates.
sing
Adverti
"I feel it my duty to parents of other whose faith is also comiseraled in Heb.
premiums by month or year.
your
to tell you what
This
waste.
no
in
ng
these
,
resulti
Transient advertising must be paid poor suffering babies
another
of
is such a trifle you'll be
each
The
cost
through
and
of
r.
Back
mi.
Cuticura has done for my little daughte
for in advance.
See
etsred.
surpris
She broke out all over her body with a men we see God working out His
recoming
ts
everyth
isemen
used
they
advert
we
and
ng
humor,
Charges for yearly
nal purpose, and by believi God
W. b. CA LLIS,
mended, but without results. I called in
that purpose.
in
Him
with
will be collected quarterly.
one
become
could
Life and Accident Insurance,
they
Fire,
claimed
three doctors,they all
grow
We must remember, "Known unto God
Hopper Building.
All advertisements inserted with- help her, but she continued to sores,
worse. Her body was a mass of
all His works from the beginning
are
out specified time will be charged
IF
DEALER
THEM
WINER
YOURS
HASN'T
TRY
and her little face was being eaten of the world" (Acts xv, 18); and again,
for until ordered out.
away. Her ears looked as if they
MAKERS.
teere is none like Me,
Announcements for Marriages and would drop off. Neighbors advised, me "I am God, and
ng
and
t,
beginni
Soap and Ointmen
declaring the end from the
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and to get Cuticuraused
Veterinary Surgeon.
half of the cake of and from ancient times the things that
before I had
notices of preaching published gratis. Soap
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
and box of Ointment the sores had
one's face and are not yet done, saying, My counsel
lege, Toronto, Canada.
fled.(E MORE FINE SHOES THAN
WE
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of all healed, and my little
n babe's. shall stand, and I will do all My pleasnew-bor
a
as
as
clear
,
were
notices
ist in Surgery, Foot and
body
Special
a
similar
ANY
.
11E1?
,01
other
moufe
Respect, and
I would not be without it again if it ure" (Isa. xlvl, 9, 10).
ess and Dentistry. CasLamen
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IN
five cents per line.
ThE
cost five dollars, instead of seventy-five
of
n
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ns; firing by a new
with
or
Stallio
opens
tration
Exodus
-WEST.
cents, which is all it cost us to cure
surgical open
in
and
special
.
Very
land
process
strange
the
in
still
dollars
many
Israel
g
ry.
spendin
Directo
Court
our baby,.after
Spavins'and
of
the
for
cure
any
xv,
ations
without
Gen.
on doctors and medicines
great affliction, according to
J.
for the:cure
tomy
George
Neuro
Mrs.
halt.
r.
Strinc!'
whateve
debenefit
nation
the
but it closes with
CIRIMIT COURT—First Monday in
diseases.
lar
Coburn St., Akron, Ohio, 13,
Navicu
in
ss
of
701
lamene
Steese,
livered and the Lord dwelling In their
June and fourth Monday in Febru- Aug. 30, 1905."
Zs Gates livery stable,
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SOLEMN WARNING UTTERED BY BISHOP CANDLER AT OPENING SES- KIDNAPING, FATAL
AND WOUNDING ARE FEATUKES.
SION OF HOME MISSION SOCIETY.

0
Noted Churchman Delivers Impressive Sermon at Methodist Church.—Inter- Well Known Young Attorney Figures
esting Addresses Made by Delegates.—Report of The TreasIn a Birmingham Affair Which Has
urer Shows Amount of Money Expended in 21 Years.
Tragic Ending.

Under erfect weather conditions the program was most pleasingly
the Itwe y-first annual convention rendered. This brigade is a chilman's Home. Mission so- dren's branch of the society and
of tile
the Louisville conference much interest is taken in it.
ciqtk
Rev. John W. Lewis, presiding elM. p, Church, South, met here Sunder
of the Hopkinsville district.
will
meeting
day, morning. The
at last night's session. The
presided
continue through Wednesday.
following
ladies made talks on the
Three services were held Sunday,
departments
of the work:
various
preaching in the morning by Bishop
Parsonages—Mrs. E. W.Burdett°.
Warren A. Candler, of Atlanta,Ga.,
Educational—Miss Ada Lewis.
a service for the children and young
—Miss Delia Downing.
Supplies
people at 3 p. m., conducted by the
Literature
and Press—Mrs. W. B.
Flotrine McEachern Brigade, and an
Ricks.
open session of the society at night
City Missions—Mrs. T. R. Kenat which talks were made by several
of the officers and visiting delegates dall.
What it All Costs —Mrs. A. A.
of qhe society.
Norris.
he feature of the day was the
The talk made by Mrs. A. A. Norsermon delivered by Bishop Candler . who is one of the most eminent ris, the society's treasurer, was esmea
i of his church. Bishop Cand- pecially interesting, as she gave figler s sermon was an appeal to Chris- ures showing the money raised and
tails to fulfill their whole duty as expended since the society was orBuell and a warning that service ganized in 1886 which to the unacwith the hands and lips without the quainted mind are surprising. Duwhole heart being in it would ring the twenty-one years the socieavi01 nothing. In the course of his ty has raised a grand total of
reMarks, which lasted for over an $2,067,612.99, divided as follows:
holtr, he said: "I am no prophet Connectional work, $750,651.43; supaq i do not expect a flood, but dly department, $150;975.27; local
ratlieto see the millennium and work, $1,165,986.29. During this time
th4 kingdom of Christ established; 2,023 parsonages have been helped
but I want to warn you, Americans, for which the society expended
that if you do not realize your re- $190,448.11. On account of the rapidly increasing number of illiterate
sp4nsibilities and live up to your and low class immigrants from othobtigations as Christians the mil- er countries, the field for home misdeiv will form on your stores, a curse sion work is rapidly expanding and
will fall on your homes and a judg- demanding the attention of the
American people.
ru4nt sent upon your lives. Under
present conditions the manner in
Many Children Are Sickly.
which riches are gotten is atheistic,
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
tht manner In which they are spent
is 1,theistic and the manner in which children, used by Mother Gray, a
nurse in Children's . Home, New
they are kept is atheistic."
Break up Colds in 24 hours.
York,
The church was packed to hear
Feverishness,
Headache, Stomcure
Bifihop Candler and many were
Disorders,
Teething
twined away for lack of seats. Bish- ach Troubles,
opiCandler has made a special study and Destroy Worms. At all druggists, 25c. Sample mailed FREE.
of Missions and his sermon was one Address, Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy,
of the most profound and eloquent N.Y.
which has been delivered in Hopkitisville in a long time.
rt.X
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The Kind You Have Always Bocht
,Sunday afternoon the service con- Bears the
ducted by the Florine McEachern Signature
of
Brigade was largely attended and
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This is one of the oldest paint manufactories in the United states and has the largest
system of paints and varnishes in the world. These are not idle claims, but facts.
Why this wonderful success? Simply because they put out strictly honest goods,
and paint that has given universal satisfaction.
It is no experiment with us as we -have been selling their Paints and Varnishes for 15
years, and we know what they are, and unhesitatingly recommend them to the trade as
being the BEST.
Remember, when you paint your boucle' that half of the cost of same is paid to
the painter, therefore you cannot afford to take any chances and use cheap [paints. In
this case the best is by far the cheapest.
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•

Call for Color Cards and Let Us Figure With Yoti.

a

•S"

Mr. Geo. W. Collins, who is at the head of our House Painting Department, has spent
a life-time at this business, and is an expert in his trade. He has a competent force of
experienced painters under him and he can give you prompt service and good work.
If you want fine, artistic graining. enameling or interior hardwood finishing, give us
your work and we guarantee satisfaction.
We buy our paint in car loads, so always have a full and complete line of
Paints,Oils,
Leads, Trimmings, Varnishes, Brushes, etc. Yours for good service,
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PERSONAL NOTES.
(From Monday's Daily
Lee Woodard, a prominent citizen
of Springfield, Tenn., is visiting his
son, Dr. R. L. Woodard.
Alderman William aleeman, of
Clarksville, Tenn., spent Sunday
with his daughter, Mrs. Henry M.
Frankel.
Miss Madge Goode spent Sunday
with Miss Ethel Golladay, near
Gracey.
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That Sweet Tooth l Tabernacle
Course 4ttraction No. 8.1

Need not suffer because it is getting
Summer time,

Chicasaw Plantation
Kettle Rendered Molasses

Friday Eye May 17

The Dunbar Company

Male Quartet. Bell Ringers
With Ralph Dunbar, the
is put up in gallon, half gallpn and
iti-m.trican Cellist
quart cans, and it is good.
Harry Dunbar,Reader and Humorist

J.

Clark.

-

-

C. C. Robinson,
J. L. Felgar,

-

-

Tenor
Basso

THE LAST AND BEST NUMBER ON
THE COURSE.

Robert Offutt, of Louisville, is in
the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hodgson, of
Clarksville, were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wood.
Dr. M. W. Williams and niece,
Miss Kate Manson, have returned
from Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Chapman, of
Owensboro, are visiting Capt. and
Mrs. Arthur G. Chapman.
Mrs. L. M. Mulrnansted and little
son, Whitlow, of Hopkinsville, who
have been visiting in the city, returned home yesterday.—Henderson
Gleaner.

That we will not ppreciate it or one large
enough to tax our capacity in the execution
of.
Let us put on your next

CI)

Tin Roof

Bishop Candler left this morning
for Nashville to attend the Congress
of Bishops, M. E. Church, South.
James Moreland, who a few years
ago, was an employer of the Hopkinsville Indepent but who has since
been working in St. Louis, is here
on a visit before going to New York
where he has accepted a position.

We have a very large supply of roofing
material.
See us before placing an order for

1.4

Mrs. R. C. Roach, of Louisville
is a guest of Mrs. Frank Quarles.
Miss Mamie Combs, of Pembroke,
spent yesterday with Misses Eliza
and Elizabeth Wolfe.
Miss Lula Rusk is visiting relatives at Pembroke.

And don't forget we are doing lots o
Plumbing work.

Miss Mary Penn spent Sunday
with her parents at Cerulean.
Mrs. Prentice Sallee, of Oak
Grove, and Miss Elizabeth Bacon, of ,
Roaring Spring, were here today.

The Hopkinsville
Lumber Company

R. J. Carothers, of La Fayette, is
in the city.

Incorporated)

17th and Canton Sts., Hopkinsville, Ky

Sherwin-Williams Ready Mixed Paints
and Varnishes Are the Best On Earth?

a

Charles Lindsay, of Madisonville,
spent Sunday with his mother, Mrs.
Amelia Lindsay.

Cannot Give Us An
Order Too Small

Screens

Who Is It That Does Not Know That The

A. B. Anderson, of Nashville, who •
is popular in social and professional
circles in Hopkinsville, and a sonin-law of George E. Gary, had an
exciting experience last week in 411
Birmingham while acting as attor- •
ney for W. R. White. The latter, •
accompanied by Mr. Anderson,Samuel Hamilton, policeman, and J. T.
Stout, a detective, attempted to kidnap White's children, who had been
awarded him by a decree of court.•
White's divorced wife, Mrs. Annie •
Magness, opened fire on the party as
they were attempting to place the •
children in a carriage. Hamilton •
was struck by a bullet and died the
next day in a hospital. Mrs. Magness ran after the carriage as it •
started off, pistol in hand, and her •
ex-husband'-shot at her, wounding
her in the leg. Warrants were sworn
out for the Nashville men and they
were placed under arrest and the
next morning released on bond.
•
White is charged with assault 0
wit'. intent to murder, kidnaping •
and carrying concealed weapons.
Anderson is charged with kidnaping.
Stout is charged with kidnaping and
carrying concealed weapons. The
children were sent to the Mercy
Home, the solicitor gave instructions that they were riot to be turned
over to anyone except on his orders.
Mrs. Magness is being given every
attention at the hospital. A murder
charge will likely be brought against
her.

Mesdames E. M. Flack and W. T.
Tandy will leave tomorrow for Dawson Springs.

YOU
r111
.

lie Have the Best of Both.

0
0

Mrs. M. H. Tandy and children
are at Dawson Springs.
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Born to Mrs. Edgar Carter, of the
Herndon vicinity, May 12, a fine 11
pound boy.
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I Dr. Edwardsspecialist eye,
ear, nose aryethroat. Test made
4 free of chairge for glasses. Phce! nix bldg.rain St.,Hopkinsville.

POULTRY RAISING
Dr.
Hess'
Poultry
Panacea
and
Instant
Louse
Killer
Counteracts
the
Pountryman's
Trouble

It's Poultry that ranks about first among our country's industries. The yearly
death rate from disease and lice is about one-half of the hatch. Dr. Hess' Poultry
Panacea and Instant Louse Killer counteract the Poultryman's trouble.

While Panacea Prevents and Cures Gapes,
Indigestion, Cholera, Croup and the Like,
It contains just enough tonic to make the young grow rapidly. Dr. Hess's Poultry Panacea also cause every organ to do its part, while the Instant Louse Killer
keeps the outside of the Poultry at ease. Try it and be convinced.

It Kills Lice on Stock As Well!
Including Ticks on Sheep, Bugs on Cucumbers, Squash and Mellon Vines, Cabbage Worms and Slugs on Rose Bushes.

There are used daily in the United States about 75,000,000 eggs, the value of
them and the poultry consumed per annnin is $500,000,000. Do you get part of this?
, We import millions of eggs annually. If it pays to produce and import from
foreign countries with cost of importing will it not pay to produce them here? Feed
Crushed Oyster Shells and supply the demand for eggs. There is money in it.
The most frequent cause of hens not laying is the absence of carbohate of lime
in their food. Analysis of Crushed Shells shows that they are practically pure
carbonate of lime and they supply, when fed to poultry, the most essential elements and will greatly aid in the formation of the egg.

WE WILL NOT CONCUDE WITHOUT MENTIONING
DR. HESS' STOCK FOOD
The spring stock tonic and laxative which the stock's system so urgently demands
after a long period of dry feed.
We are ready for your commands.

PLANTERS HARDWARE COMPANY
(Incorporated
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Where is
lengthens the life of the
wagon—saves horsepower, time and temper. Best lubricant in
the world—contains
powdered mica

hard coating on axle, and
reduces friction.
If you want your outfit
to last and earn money
while it lasts—grease
the axles with Mica
Axle Grease.

LOUISVILLE, Ky., May 10.—A
telegram received here announces
the death in a fire in Brooklyn, N.
Y., of Mrs'. Anna Chase Deppen,
the Louisville novelist and poetess.
Mrs. Deppen was visiting the family
of Stephen Matthewson at 489 Ocean
avenue, Brooklyn.
Mrs. Deppen was a niece of Salmon
P. Chase, the late chief justice of
the United States supreme court.
Her father, who is still living, is
Chas. Chase, one of the fiunuers of
the New Orleans Mardi Gras carnival.
Mrs. Deppen is survived by her
father and stepmother and one sister, of New Orleans, and another
married sister, who lives in Washington.
The body will probably be taken
to New Orleans.

RECOVERY OF AMOUNT OF
TAX PENALTIES.

Your Hairct7i
In your comb? Why so ? Is°
not the head amuch better place
for it? Better keep what is left
where it belongs! Ayer's Hai,
Vigor, new improved formula
quickly stops falling hair.
11,,,o: a particle of doubr :
There .i..s,,.
about it, We speak very po7:tively abou( t!lis, for we

ARE NOTABLY FEW AMONG LOCAL DRUGGISTS.

Scott's Emulsion is Cod Liver Oil
and Hypophosphites prepared so that it is
easily digested by little folks.

r),C7 t`'f r "'Cr!' #.• I;71' Color of Me hair.
.4.....a........s APIlia

In compliance with the ruling of
the circuit court at its February
term, an order has been spread upon
the records of the county that the
county shall recover the sum of
$788.$3 from ex-Sheriff L. R. Davis.
this being the amount prayed for in
one cif the suits filed against Mr.
Davis by County Attorney Duffy to
regain the amount of penalties alleged to have been collected.
Unless the defendant carries the
case to the court of appeals and the
circuit court is reversed in its decision,,the county will regain the
amount stated.
Open Publiicity the Best Guaranty of
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Indeed, the one great leading feature ‘-i.
our new Hair Vigor may well be sad 4.,
be this—it stops falling hair. Then •
goes one step further—it aids nature in
restoring the hair and scalp to a heal,hy
condition. Ask for "the new kind."
:Cade by the J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, M&SE.

(Front Saturday's y)Dail
Edward Bloomfield. and C. L.
Die!, of Louisville, and J. W.Gayle,
of Frankfort, members of the state
board of pharmacy, held an investigation yesterday of the drug trade
of Hopkinsville. The committee
found conditions in this city unusually good.
State inspectors have recently visited Hepkinsville on a private inquiry Into local methods of selling
drugs.• Owensboro, Henderson, Paducah,and Bowling Green were also
visited. The board of pharmacy is
following up the secret investigation.
In Hopkinsville, Henderson and
Bowlingi Green. it is stated, few irregularities were found, but Owensboro and Paducah presented serious
conditions. the latter city particularly.
Cocaine and drugs for criminal
use are said by Mr. Gayle to be sold
indiscriminately, and in some cases
to mere boys, and that no attempt
at keeping track of the purchaser,
labeling or physicians' prescriptions
could be found at the !stores guilty
of these practices.
The board proposes to enforce
strictly the laws in reference to the
sale of poisons, adulterations and
irregularties generally.
'Mr. Bloomfield is an attorney, Mr
Diel and expert chemist and Mr
Gayle secretary of the board. The
gentlemen left this morning for
Bowling Green.

Scoit's Emulsion is a sturdy, rosycheeked little fellow full of health and ',rigor.

Merit.
, (From Saturday's Daily)
When the maker of a medicine,
s
or
family
sold through druggist
Ike Baker, a negro wanted in Paduse, takes his patients fully into his uch on a charge of stealing a gold
confidence by frankly and fearlessly watch and other articles, was arrestpublishing broadcast as well on its ed last night on the Brame ;place
bottle wrappers, a full list of all its near Julian by OfficersjMorris and
ngredients in plain English, this Claxton. By clever detective work,
action on his part is the best possible the policemen located Baker, and
evidence that he is not afraid to last night put him under arrest. The
LoIrEilIMALIPZ=11111111Milill
have the search light of investiga- stolen watch was found on his pertion turned full on his formula and son. Officer Claxton will take the
that it will bear the most thorough prisoner to Paducah tomorrow to
investigation. Dr. Pierce's Favorite stand trial.
Prescription for the cure of weakChamberlain's Colic, Cholera and nesses, periodical pains and funcRelief from Rheumatic Pains.
Diarrhoea Remedy,
tional derangements of the organs
To some extent you
"I suffered with rheumatism for
There is probably no medicine. distinctly feminine, is a medicine over two years," says Mr. Rolland
can judge Clothes like
made that is relied upon with more Put up for sale through druggists for
Curry, a patrolman, of Key West,
implicit confidence than ChamberFla. "Sometimes it settled in my
people, by the corn•
lain's Colic, Cholera and'Diarrhoea woman's special use, the maker of knees and lamed me so I could hardRemedy. During the third of a cen- which takes his patients into his full ly walk, at other times it would be
pany they keep. The
tury in which it has been in use, confidence by open and honest pub- In my feet and hands so I was inDon't Pay Alimony.
people have lf,arned that it is the
styles, the patterns the
capacitated for duty. One night
one remedy that never fails. When Hay.
lame
and
x.
pain
appendi
severe
your
in
from
was
I
divorced
be
when
To
ingredid
A glance at the publishe
models worn by disreduced wiuh water and sweetened
it my wife went to the drug There will be no occasion for it if you
it is pleasant to take. For sale by ents on each bottle wrapper, will from
botyour bowels regular with Dr.
store here and came back with a
criminating men, are
Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.,( Incor- show that it is .made wholly from tle of Chamberlain's Pain Balm. I keep
ew Life Pills. Their action
King'sN
porated) the leading Drug store 9th native, American, medicinal roots, was rubbed with it and found the is so gentle that the appendix never
pretty apt to be
and Main Hopkinsville.
the has cause to make the least comduring
gone
n3arly
had
pain
habor
s
poisonou
no
contains
it
that
•'right"—and so is
night. I kept on using it for a little plaint. Guarsnteed by Cook & Higit-forming drugs, no narcotics and more than two weeks and found gins
Try
cents
Cook's Pharmacy. 25
their choice of Tailno alcohol—pure, triple-refined gly- that it drove the rheumatism away. them.
that
from
Mrs. L. N. Girod, of Eusley, Ala., cerine, of proper strength being used I have not had any trouble
ors.
three months." For
ho was seriously hurt several instead of the commonly employed disease forover
Co.,
sale by Anderson-Fowler Drug
- antlis ago in a street car accident. alcohol, both for extracting and pre (Incorporated.) the leading Drug
fit
You will find this true of our Schloss-Tailored Clothes. You will
is slightly improved, but the indi- s3rving the active medicinal proper- store 9th and Main Hopkinsville.
see them worn by Wall Street brokers, by Fifth Avenue's wellcations are that she will be per- ties found in the roots of the Amerigroomed men, by Harvard sopnomores in short, by all groups and
can forest plants employed. If inmanently crippled._
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
classes wherever good taste is apparent aud properly attired masterested, send name and address to
Bell Henry King, et
Equity
Against
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., for
culinity congregates.
Pearl Henry, et al.
his little book of extracts from the
By virtue of Judgment and Orworks of eminent medical writers
Ky.
Court,
Circuit
n
Christia
of Sale of the Christian Circuit
der
and teachers, endorsing the several
al
et
Adr.
Henry,
Winston
rendered at the February
ingredients and telling just what Dr.
Equity Court,
against
Term thereof, 1907, in the above
Pierce's medicines are made of. It's
Pearl Henry, et al.
cause, I shall proceed to offer for
free for the asking.
By virtue of a judgment and ord- sale, at the Court house door in
er of sale of the Christian circuit Hopkinsville, Ky., to the highest
court, rendered at the February and best bidder, at public auction,
term thereof, 1907, in the above on Monday the 3rd day of June,
11.—
May
OWENSBORO, Ky.,
cause, I shall proceed to offer for 1907, between the hours of 11 a. m.
toWilliam Goodwin was indicted
sale, at the courthouse door in and 2 p. m., (being County Court
day in Daviess county court for as- Hopkinsville, Ky., to the highest day), upon a credit of six months
saulting a farmer Hunted Crabtree. and best bidder, at public auction, the following described property,
The latter had testified against Good- on Monday the 3rd day of June, to-wit:
win's son, who was convicted of des- 1907, between the hours of 11 a. m.,
Three tracts or parcels of land in
troying- a plant bed.
and 2 p.m.,(being county court day) Christian county, Ky, about five
I have bought the Livery, Feed and Board stable of Evitts & Courtupon a credit of six months miles South of Hopkinsville, and
ney, on North Main Street, and would be glad to have my old friends and
propthe following described
n's
State of Ohio, City of Toledo as
Christia
south
in
immediately
customers tall on me. I am going to do a General Livery Business, keep
Lucas County
erty, to-wit:
propnoted firming district. This
none but the best help and will board horses, furnish the very best rigs
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
Four tracts or parcels of land in erty is well improved, has fine water
guarantee satisfaction in every way, I am the oldest man in the
he is senior partner of tne film of F.
Southern portion of Christian and is in a high state of cultivation; and
the
in
business
doing
Co.
tic
Cheney
J.
business in the city and am not afraid to_make the assertion that I will
the city of Toledo, county and state county, Ky., on the Bradshaw road situated upon a free turnpike with please all.
aforesaid, and that said firm will an,
'near the town of Casky.
daily mail and in less than one mile
pay the sum of ONE HU1CDRED
First. Containing thirty-seven
DOLLARS for each and every case acres, and being a part of the "Rich of itn L4 & N. railroad station.
of catarrh that cannot be cured by
First tract contains thirty-six
Grove" place, conveyed to Winston acres, and is a part of what is called
the use of Hall's Catarrh Curo.
FRANK J. CHENEY Henry by R. H. Kelly.
the "Rich Grove Place."
Sworn to before me and stibscribContaining fourteen and
Second.
Second tract contains one hundred
ed in my presence, this 6th day of seven-tenths acres on the West side
December, A. D., 1886.
twenty-six acres, on the ea-t
and
of the Bradshaw road, and being a
A. W. GLEASON
(SEAL)
of the Bradshaw pike, and is a
side
Notary Public part of the same which was conveyof the Winston Henry home
part
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in- ed to Winston Henry by J. T. Ed4 ternally
the
place.
and acts directly on
et al.
ATTEND
blood and mucous surfaces of the munds,
Third tract contains one hundred
Third. Containing twenty-five and
system. Send for testimonials free.
seventy-three acres, on the west
and
three-tenths acres on the East side
F. J. CHENEY & CO..
of the Bradshaw pike, a part of
side
Toledo, 0.
of the Bradshaw road, and being a
the Winston Henry home place.
Sold by all druggi.4%. The.
part of the land conveyed to WinThis property will first be offered
Take Hall's Family Pills for con- ston Henry by J. T. Edmunds, et al.
separately, and then the second and
stipation.
Fourth. Containing seven-eighths
third tracts will be offered as a
of an acre, and same being a house
whole, the best bid or bids will be
and lot in Casky, which was conveyed to Winston Henry by Mamie accepted.
:and take a course in
At the same time and place as
Otho Mullen has gone to Bowling Givens, et al.
above stated, I will offer three more
Green to play left field for the crack
BooN-lteeping,
The above described property is
baseball team of that city. He is sold for a settlement of the estate of tracts of land, one of which contains
Shorthand.
one of the best all-round players the decedent, Winston Henry, and for a thirty-seven acres and lies immedig
ritin
ately adjoining the first above deTypew
Pennyrile has produced and will division among his heirs.
in
good
scribed tract; another contains
have no trouble in making
For the pnrchase price, the purchand Telegraphy
twenty-six acres and adjoins the
the Park City.
must execute bond with approvaser
Thirty hours Hopkinsville to Richmond via Louisville and Cincinnati.
second tract above; the other conHe was the fastest runner in the
legal
bearing
,
Atsureties
an
or
is
Fox
surety
Hampton
ed
Because
Only one night out. Leave Hopkinsville 7:05 a. m. arrive at Richmond at
K. I. T. league, one of the best bat- Interest from the day of sale until tains fourteen acres and adjoins the 3:40 p. m. next day. Also leave Hopkinsville 5:18 p. m. May 28connection
torney-at-Law and is the only
third tract above.
ters, and a brilliant fielder.
one in Hopkinsville who teachis made at Bowling Green with special Confederate Ve'eran train from
paid and having the force and effect
sold Nashville with the Tennessee division United Confedirate Veterans.,
be
will
property
said
All
of
es the I3enn Pitman system
of a replevin bond. Bidders will be
of Shorthand with Court ReSchedule of special train from Nashville and regular trains afford the
diy with upon the same terms and for
promptl
comply
to
prepared
porting annexed, which not
daylight trip through the historic section of Virginia, the Canyons of the
For a cold or a cough take Kenvision.
only prepares his pupils for
terms.
New River and the pictureeque Alleghany and Blue Ridge Mountains.
these
is
nedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
purthe
e
price,
purchas
the
but to fill
For
Jr.
minor places,
WOOD,
R
HUNTE
Richmond tickets will be honored from Norfolk without additional cost.
BETTER than any other cough
apwith
bond
official positions. Also teaches
execute
must
chaser
trip to Norfolk is made down the historic James river.
The
C.
C.
Special Commissioner C.
remedy because its ;axative prinactual book-keeping from the
proved surety or sureties, bearing
ciple assures a healthy, copious
Tickets on Sale May 26,27, 28,29 and 30.
start.
action of the bowels and at the Same'
legal interest from the day of sale
0e.
A Certain Cure for Aching Feet.
it heals britatson of the throat.
Limit June 11, 1907. Extensioan July 6, 1907, upon payment of Eke ,
until paid and having the force and
For
$2.50.
ive
Tourist,
$6.00;
descript
itint
Sleeper,
strengthens the bronchial tubs and
r.try
d
Shake into your shoes Allen's effect of a Replevin 'Bond. Bidders Berth in Standar
write
allays inflammation of the mucous
Tired, will be prepared to comply prompt- and reservation call or
membrane. Contains Honey and Foot-Ease, a powder. It cures
J. C. HOE, Agent, r-Nokinsville, Ky.
Tar, pleasant to take. Children Aching, Callous, Sweating, Swollen ly with these terms.
like it. Conforms to the National feet. At all druggiste and shoe
HUNTER WOOD,JR.,
D.
WA
Nashville, Tenn
Prue Food and Drug Law. Sold by stores, '25c. Sample FREE. Addres:
Commissioner,
Special
Y.
N.
LeRoy,
d,
k.
Olmstea
Hardwic
S.
Allen
R. C.

Livery Change!

Via Louisville & Nashville Railroad
and Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.
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wife's tender, 'gentle companionship? his only begotten Son it is possible for
Do you thank God because your old you to be cleansed of all sin?
We wonder what the later life of that
mother is yet alive and that she is ever
for
was. Did his gratitude_ exhaust
praying
and
leper
thinting and planning
Do
in
that loud voice with which he
is?
she
where
itself
matter
no
her boy,
you thank God because your dear ones' glorified God? We cannot think so.
joys are your joys and because your Day by day as he went around in
sorrows of life are lessened by their health and strength he would rememwillingness to help you share them? ber who it was that gave him his new
Have you ever thanked God for ths life and would strive to live in accordinfinite joy he has siveu to ysu of liv- ance with Christ's teaching. Is not
ing and working for the treasure.1 that our duty? Shall we praise him
By Rev.
members of the home circle? Ah, ye... for delivering us .from sin and then go
Prank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
we appreciate our dear ones when away and forget our obligations? The
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
God takes one of them away from us. life that Christ has given us, like that
in use for over 3Or years, has borne the sinature of
should be a life delluL
leper,
we
the
can
gave
why
he
and
not
we
do
Why
Los Angeles, Cal., May 12.—In this
and has been made uncicr h!s perappreciate our loved ones when they voted to him, consecrated to him and
sermon the preacher calls attention to
supervision since its infancy.
sonal
are by our side? If any of them to his service. He has told us how we
the universally prevalent sin of ingratno one to deceive you in this.
Allow
died
should have gone beyond we should may show our gratitude. He
itude, as shown in our lack of appreth
hencefor
"Just-as-good" are but
and
All Counterfeits, Imitations
think of death simply as a transition. "that they who live should
ciation of many blessings that come
him
unto
but
es,
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
a going from on group of loved ones live not unto themselv
into our daily lives. The text is Luke
Can
them.",
who died for
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
to another group of loved ones.
xvii, 15, "And one of them, when he
ths
Klopsch.]
wife,
the
Louis
for
God
by
thank
not
you
ht.
1907,
[Copyrig
saw that he was healed, turned back
mother, the father, the sister, the
and with a loud voice glorified God."
brother, the child of the family circle':
'Travelers tell us that in one of the
Can you not, like the leper of old,
eastern states there is a high mountain
God for the purity and the love
thank
Casthria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
Makes a Woman
range and to go from one part of this
fireside?
domestic
the
of
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
state to the other you must climb those
s
Year
Ten
Look
leper
cleansed
this
did
sooner
tio
Lut
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
The upward pathway
mountains.
dear
his
clasp
and
home
his
reach
ger
Youn
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
bends and winds, now overarched by
and loved ones in
children
and
wife
takes
it
e
some
Becaus
of
trees, now under the shadow
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhcea and Wind.
at once the news began
than
arms
his
weight
great
a
and
onward
still
but
overhanging cliff,
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
The Leper's History.
..
spread. It flew like a white winged
mind
to
her
oil
panttraveler,
wearied
The
upward.
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Have you never by personal expesi- niessenger of joy from housetop to
ing and puffing, is too exhausted to
Stomach and Bowels, giving. healthy and natural sleep.
ence been able to picture the distress housetop. "Have you heard the news?"
look back and see the beautiful valley
he
before
text
"Why,
my
of
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend..
of this poor leper
asked one neighbor of another.
be has left behind. Ile keeps saying
a
himself
confess
to
cleansed
d
been
was compelle
our long lost friend has
Solves the daily Dessert problem:
▪ to atimself, "Oh, if I were only at the
leper? I have often. I have of his leprosy. Come, let us go up
hopeless
would
journey
ALWAYS
By using Jell-0 it is possible to serve
top, then the rest of my
CENUINE
sometimes imagined him one of the and give our hand of love and join this
year.
the
in
day
every
dessert
ahead
trees
the
different
y
a
be easy." Suddenl
men of the east. I have im- happy family circle. Oh, the good
Jell-O can be prepared inof him abruptly cease and instead of stalwart
Bears the Signature of
a
boy,
healthy
a
us
let
grow
Come,
stantly,—simply
him
news!
agined
good
the
news;
overtopping breaches he sees the blue
marry.
water
then
boiling
and
add
healthy young man,
go up and tell how we have mourned
sky rimming the top of the mountain.
and set to cool.•
l home, a dear wife for him and how we glory in his wonbeautifu
a
has
He
With a final spurt he reaches the top.
All
children.
lovely
of
neighthe
think
couple
I
and a
7 flavors. 10e.
derful cure." Then
There, much to his surprise, upon the
all
)
possible to make a young man's bors spoke to each other. Now I see
package, at
is
per
that
of
stone
bench
summit he finds a rude
grocers.
But one day while them hastening to the home. Some
his.
is
happy
life
upon which have been carved these
taking a bath he sees a little white knock and others rush right in. These
The Genesee Pure Food Co.. LeRoy, N. T.
words: "Rest and be thankful!" Yes,
4pot just over his left shoulder. He neighbors squeeze his hand; they pat
Vita our booth atJameatownErposition.
* traveler, rest and be thankful that the
much of it at first. He his cheek; they laugh and weep for
think
not
does
hardest part of your toilsome journey
tries to rub it away, but it will not rub joy. Can you, 0 man, thank God for
is over. But also rest and be thankoff. Then in a week or two he sees your many friends who are living un- .1011111011141.1.baftisastr.z.•..
ful because some good kind brother
this small white spot is growing a ier the shadow of your home today?
that
FOR THE
has made you the stone bench upon
larger. A month later he finds it
,ittle
THE CIENTAUPI COMPANY. 11 MURRAY 'TAUT. NM VONA GYM
When we were sick did not our
which you can rest your weary limbs
larger. He tries to mas- Jriends come in to nurse us and to
little
a
still
LESS
PAIN
and aching back. If the time should
sage it with a rough towel, but it will oring the delicacies? When we lost a
ever come when you can meet that
EXTRACTION OF
not rub out. Now he begins to have his 7hild and the undertaker hung the
thoughtful brother who made that seat
suspicions. His face takes on a wor- black crape upon our door, have not
TEETH
and chiseled that invitation upon the
look. He does not tell any one, our loving, sympathizing friends come
ried
how
him
tell
n,
top of yonder mountai
AND
even his wife. Now he cannot sleep in to stand by our side at the casket?
much his work was appreciated. Tell
and
s-ell at night He becomes cross
When we were in financial trouble, if
FIRST
him that the bench of stone not only
his wife misses we were honest and true, have they not
night
One
.
irritable
gave you physical rest, but that his
CLASS DENTAL
him from her side. She gets up to find always been willing to come to our as—ATwords reminded you of a duty.
in
him
finds
She
gone.
is
he
out where
sistance? Have they not always been
K
How much harder our lot would be
WOR
the next room bending over the sleep- true to us in times of sorrow as well
if there were not some people considchildren. He is weeping and wring- as an times of joy? I once read of an
GO TO THE
:tie'
?rate and kind to weary travelers on
saying, "Oh, who will old Danish captain who gave battle to
hands,
his
ing
Life's journey! Some people take the
took after these children after I am an English frigate. After the battle
kindness gratefully, while others need
goner "What is the matter, hus- bad been raging for some time a flag
the admonition, "Be thankful."
band?" she says. "You are not going of truce was liaised, and the old capFROM HOPKINSVILLE
;An American art student in Paris
to leave the babies, are you? Is any- tain in a rowboat pulled over to the
tells of meeting his laundress at some
—VIA—
'Seg the matter?" He says, "Nothing, English frigate and made this strange
distance from home with her bread
rothing." for he dare not tell her the request. He said: "My powder has run
basket upon her arm. She was going
Then he feels himself gradually out. Will you please furnish me some
truth.
to the bakery to get her rolls and bread
weaker and weaker.
The Route Selected b.-,Kentucky Division, U. C. V.
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let us thank God for a good diaeation with which to eat food. How
iaany of us who have perfect health
to,raet to thank God for a good pair of
lungs and for steady nerves and for a
regular heart, for good teeth, for good
eyes and a good pair of legs upon
which to walk: How many of us omit
to thank God when we get up in the
morning that the joints of our bodies
do not squeak on account of rheumatism, like an old rusty hinge which has
not been moved for many years: When
we po to bed at night, di we thank
God that we can go there to sleep and
not have to toss hour after hour until
at last we cannot endure the suffering
any more and we have to arise and
light the gas and go to reading in or
der to distract our irritating thoughts?
In ether words, do we thank God that
we have health and strength? Too
often we neglect to do so until we have
learned by pain and suffering foe blessings we have lost You who have suffered like the leper of my text or like
scores and hundreds of us who have
passed through years of pain and
weakness then you know why I put
the blessing of physical health in the
forefront of this sermon.
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presenied a charming scene of social brilltancy and grace.
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Glass anti 'their attractive visitors, at Gulfport, Miss., for quite awhile,
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lug in the, holy bonds of wedlock. will reside," the latter part of the graciously and the evening was a Miss Anna, left for Bowling Green
The nuptial service took place at present month.
delightful one in • every respect. Sunday to re-enter school. They
was served in one apart- had to leave on account of measles.
nine o'clock at the residence of the
The marriage is the culminatio, Fruit punch
Miss Bettie Lee Smith preMr. R. le. Warren, of Guthrie, arbrii:e's parents, Mr. anti Mrs. J. D. of an ideal courtship which was be ment,
the dining rived in Cerulean Saturday night on
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at
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remove
Crockett
Ruasell, on South Main street. gun before Mr.
to his westerk town coffee was poured by Miss a visit to his wife who is visiting her
Onfir relatives and a few intimate ! from Hopkinsville
one of the har- Edith 13oulware. Strawberries, ices, father, Capt. 0. T. Penn. • Robert is
frif ads were witnesses and the wed- berme. The bride is
attractive of the soci - cakes and coafections were served. is an old Cerulean boy. He is getdline was characterized by a tasteful est and most
and souther!, Leirkuecher's orchestra, hidden be- ting along nicely in his new home.
simplicity of detail. The arrange- ty girls of this city
with her hind a bank of palms, discoursed He was trained at the plow to make
merit of the room in which the cere- Kentucky, and combines
many sweet sweet music. The reception was one I a bank cashier and real estate dealninny took place was specially rare personal graces
and superior of the largest of the year, and none er.
adapted for the purpose. Around and winsome qualities
a member ()i. bee been more enjoyed.
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ciate at the Turney-Hatcher wedof Oklahoma
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They will also have a soda
in operation in a few days.
KE LLY KERNELS
Owing to the extreme wet weather
farmers are somewhat late with
their crops. Corn is mostly all
slanted, but few tobacco hills have
been made.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Meacham, of
Earlington, are spending several
days with friends and relatives
here.
Miss Pearl Cansler was the pleasSunant guest of
day.
Miss Josie Davis, of Empire, is
very ill at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Lena Simpson.

Announcement has been made of
the approaching wedding of Miss
Rosa Viola Adcock and Mr. Henry
Phelps Fruit, of this city. The
ceremony will be solemnized next
Monday, May 20th, at the home of
the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs.W.
E. Adcock, atk3:30 a. m., and Rev.
W. T. Miller, of the Methodist
church, will officiate. After the
ceremony the couple will come here
where they will take board with the
groom's parents, Dr. and Mrs. E. N.
Fruit, on south Virginia street.
Owing to the illness of the bride's
mother, the wedding will be a quiet
one, only members of the family
betrig present.

Mr. and Mrs. Otho McCord, of
Hopkinsville, visited here Sunday.
There will be preaching at the
Baptist church the fourth Sunday
night of this month.
Mr. John Davis and wife visited
the family of Mr. H. L. Johnson
Sunday.

The "Financier," a prominent financial periodical, published in New
Mrs. Mollie Davis and daughter, York City, has issued a handsome
May, of Empire, are the guests of supplement, entitled:
Mrs. Harrison Simpson.
"ROLL OF HONOR
Mr. Alex Boyd who is attending
STATE BANKS OF THE
school in Madisonville, was at home
UNITED STATES
Saturday and Sunday.
FOR 1907."
Tcere are only four hundred and
Mr. Willie Boyd, of Earlington,
twenty banks in the United States
Is visiting his parents this week.
on the roll and but eight in KenMr. and Mrs. Solomon Smith
tucky. One of these is the City
spent Monday in Crofton.
Bank, which has long been a foremost banking institution of Hopkinsville.
Tbe large surplus of the City Bank
entitles it to a place on the "honor
Superintendent of Schools A. J. roll," all the institutions representFox, of Madisonville, and Miss 011ie ed having surplus and profits in exFox, of the Dawson country, were cess of capital.
The City Bank has $60,000 cap's I
united in marriage Sunday morning
at the residence of Judge J. W. and $70,000 surplus. The off:v.:04
Wilson, and the Judge pronounced and friends of the instution Itre
the words that made them husband highly delighted with the honor a.corded it.
and wife.

